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Foreword

On behalf of Simon Fraser University, I would like to personally extend a warm welcome to all faculty, administration, staff and students with disabilities. Simon Fraser University is not only dedicated to offering services to students with disabilities, but also encourages healthy, open communication among faculty, staff and students by reducing educational and physical barriers.

As an advocate for removing these obstacles, the Centre for Accessible Learning, has undertaken the production of this edition of the “Physical Access Guide for Persons with Mobility Impairments,” with the primary intent of enhancing access to campus life for all individuals with mobility difficulties. This resource will provide a greater awareness regarding accessibility to campus facilities in all buildings and on all floors, by using comprehensive floor plans. The information is intended to help disabled individuals determine whether rooms are accessible, provide warning for areas of possible difficulty, recommend alternative routes to take, and give specific details on the location of rooms, elevators, telephones, accessible washrooms, stairwells and automatic doors.

Even with this handbook, you may still experience some difficulty getting into certain locations on campus the first time you try. Most buildings can be entered from multiple locations, and often from different levels. The complexity and uniqueness in the design of the Burnaby campus has also made access challenging. Although every effort has been made to improve mobility and navigation around the Simon Fraser campus, there will inevitably be some areas that remain problematic. These few areas will be improved over the coming years in an ongoing effort to achieve as complete campus accessibility as possible.

It is my hope that this handbook will assist you in gaining the fullest educational experience possible at Simon Fraser University.

Michael Stevenson, President
Simon Fraser University
UNIVERSAL LEGEND

- Doors
- Automatic Door
- Ramp (light toward the lower end)
- Stairs
- Accessible Public Telephone
- Intercom
- Emergency Telephone

- Accessible Men's Washroom
- Accessible Women's Washroom
- Accessible Washroom for Men & Women (separates single room washrooms)
- Elevator
- Bank Machine
Instructional Buildings
Reflecting pond in the AQ Gardens

Academic Quadrangle
ACADEMIC QUADRANGLE (AQ)

This multipurpose academic building is located slightly to the east side of the campus. The main level of the AQ, the 3000 level, which is known as the Concourse level, consists of four main corridors and contains the major lecture halls. Smaller classrooms and offices are located on other levels of the AQ. One of SFU’s most famous features is the AQ Gardens, which is a large outdoor area in the 4000 level of the AQ.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

2000 level [Convocation Mall level]:

West side. From Convocation Mall, slightly south of the large exterior staircase (AUTOMATIC DOOR with infrared activators).

West side. From Convocation Mall, slightly north of large exterior staircase (narrow heavy pull doors).

West side, entrance to White Spot (narrow pull doors, with high handles).

Northwest corner, north of White Spot entrance (wide pull doors).

3000 level:

There are exterior doors on all sides on this level. Most of these exits are narrow heavy pull doors. Only doorways with automatic doors are listed for this level.

Northeast corner. Steep paved walkway from the main road and C-Lot parking area (AUTOMATIC DOOR with infrared activators, at far east entrance next to cafeteria).

West side, south of exterior staircase. Leads to the upper Convocation Mall.
walkway (*AUTOMATIC DOOR* with infrared activators).

4000 level:
Note: There are only two elevators in the AQ that go to the 4000 level (002-3 and 002-6).

South side, east end of the classroom area (*AUTOMATIC DOOR* with infrared activators).

South side, west end of the classroom area (heavy narrow pull doors).

**BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS**

2000 level:

*CLASSROOM COMPLEX*, northwest corner (wide open entrance way).

3000 level:

*MULTI-PURPOSE COMPLEX*, northeast Concourse (doors left open, followed by a steep ramp).

*ROBERT C. BROWN HALL / IMAGES THEATRE*, northwest Concourse (steep and narrow ramp at east entrance of Images Theatre).

*GORDEN SHRUM SCIENCE CENTRE - CHEMISTRY*, southwest Concourse (narrow heavy double push doors, may need to both doors).

*GORDEN SHRUM SCIENCE CENTRE - BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES*, south Concourse (narrow heavy double pull doors, followed by a short ramp. One door is left open but both doors may need to be opened).

*GORDEN SHRUM SCIENCE CENTRE - PHYSICS*, southeast corner. Must enter main Physics corridor between the Earth Science main office and the Audio Visual Department (long, steep ramp leading up to the hallway, with a wide open entranceway).

**HALLWAYS**

The Concourse (3000 level) has very wide hallways, but they can get very crowded as students move between classes. The hallways on other levels are much narrower, but are sufficient for maneuvering. The corridors throughout the 5000 and 6000 levels have sets of heavy fire doors. In the 5000 level, one door is usually left open, but the doors are quite narrow and both doors may need to be opened. However, in the 6000 level, most doors are closed due to fire regulations.
ELEVATORS
Note: No elevator in the AQ goes to all levels.

002-1, west side, slightly north. Goes to floors 2, 3, 5 and 6.

002-2, west side, slightly south, near the automatic doors at the west entrance on the 2000 level. Goes to floors 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6. This elevator has a prototype remote control system that can be activated using a remote.

002-3, south side, slightly west. Goes to floors 3, 4, 5 and 6.

002-5, east side, slightly south. Goes to floors 3, 5 and 6. This elevator is small and a bit cramped inside.

002-6, east side, slightly north. Goes to floors 3, 4, 5 and 6.

002-7, north side, slightly west. Goes to floors 2, 3, 5 and 6. This elevator is small and a bit cramped inside.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

2000 level:

WOMEN’S 2008 / MEN’S 2007, west side, slightly south (heavy push door).

WOMEN’S 2105 / MEN’S 2106, north side, down a small hallway opposite Robert C. Brown Hall, near the S.I.S. Computer Lab.

3000 level:

WOMEN’S 3010 / MEN’S 3007, southwest Concourse (push door, small stall with a plastic seat riser and high hand dryers. It may not be accessible for all).

WOMEN’S 3158 / MEN’S 3157, southeast Concourse (push door, small stall, with low toilet seat and high hand dryers).

WOMEN’S 3141A / MEN’S 3141B, northeast Concourse (heavy push door).

5000 level:

WOMEN’S 5010 / MEN’S 5011, south side, slightly west, (hallway leads to heavy push door, tight corner at entrance would make it inaccessible for some).

WOMEN’S 5043 / MEN’S 5041, north side, slightly west, (hallway leads to push door).

WOMEN’S / MEN’S, west side, south end, next to elevators, located inside a small corridor (push doors).
WOMEN'S / MEN'S, east side, south end (push door).

6000 level:

WOMEN'S 6063 / MEN'S 6064, west side, slightly south, (heavy push door, tight corner at entrance would make it inaccessible for some).

WOMEN'S 6186 / MEN'S 6185, east side, slightly north, (heavy pull door with high handle).

ROOMS

LECTURE HALLS

3000 level:

C9000 - southwest Concourse (NOT ACCESSIBLE due to stairs into the lecture hall). There is a steep ramp that leads in from the west side of the building to the bottom level of the lecture hall C9002, which is connected to C9000 through a small furnace room at the bottom of these two rooms. In order to enter or exit from C9000, students must pass through the furnace room and C9002, making this lecture hall one of the most difficult ones to access. It can be particularly difficult during the winter semesters, when the path from the outside may not be properly cleared of snow.

B9200, B9201 - south Concourse, centrally located (wide pull doors, one is usually left open). A movable table is situated at the top platform for note taking. However, it is difficult to see the front screen from such an angled distance. There are alternative entrances from the bottom level, from the far north hallway on the 8000 level of the Biology wing.

C9001 - south Concourse, slightly west (wide pull doors, one is usually left open). A movable table is situated at the top platform for note taking. However, it is difficult to see the front screen from such an angled distance. There is an alternative entrance from the bottom level, from the north hallway on the 8000 level of the Chemistry wing.

3181, 3182 – east Concourse, slightly south, next to cafeteria (heavy doorknob). A movable table is situated at the top platform for note taking. There is plenty of space off to the sides at the bottom but there is no table available. There is an alternate entrance door from the bottom of the lecture hall (heavy push door) that leads in from K8500, which is located in the north end of the Kinesiology wing (lever turn door, leading to a narrow hallway). However, the entrance from K8500 is kept locked and pre-arrangements must be made to enter from this end.
3005, 3003, 3159 - south Concourse (heavy pull door, steep ramp to the front of the lecture hall).

3149, 3150, 3153, 3154 - east Concourse (heavy pull door, steep ramp to the front of the lecture hall).

CLASSROOMS

2000 level:

2104, 2109, 2120, 2122 - All classrooms have movable tables and chairs.

4000 level:

All classrooms are large with movable tables, desks and chairs

5000 level:

Most classrooms have movable tables, desks and chairs

LABORATORIES

2000 level:

2130 – North Concourse Computing Facility, northwest side (small ramp from east entrance). Open area with carrels available for personal laptops and for studying.

2111 – Special Information Systems (S.I.S.) Computer Lab, north side, west end. This lab contains PCs restricted to students enrolled in Geography, Linguistic and language courses (requires an access code during open lab hours, but the door is left open during classes). There is limited maneuvering room between the aisles, but a wheelchair can be situated at the ends of the aisles or at the back of the room.

3000 level:

3020 - Language Learning Centre, west side, north corner (door left open). There are iMacs in the classroom lab and Macintosh computers in the open lab, which are available only to students enrolled in Linguistic or Language courses (a password is required for certain language programs). Macintosh monitors in the open lab contain small screens that may be difficult for those who are visually impaired to see. However, programs such as Accessibility Options (with magnifying ability) and Narrator (with text to speech ability) are available.

3117, 3125, 3126 - Law and Psychology Lab, Social Psychology Lab, north side, west end. Contains labs for research studies and experiments. The Social Clinical Studies Lab and Law and Psychology Lab is in 3125, and the Social Psychology Lab A is in 3126, and Lab B is in 3117.
3127-3138 – *Introductory Psychology Laboratories*, north side, slightly west. This area contains labs for conducting studies, and two classrooms with PCs and a PowerPoint projector available only to students enrolled in introductory Psychology courses.

3144 - *Computer Assignment Lab*, east Concourse (door left open). It is restricted to students of specific courses, and an access code is required. This is a large room that contains PC’s. However, the card reader and printer are high and may not be accessible for all.

3145 – *Computer Instructional Classroom (C.I.C.)*, east Concourse. This is a public lab containing Macintosh computers open to all SFU students. This lab can also be booked by instructors for their classes.

3148 - *Microcomputer Facility*, east Concourse, slightly north (doors left open). This is a public lab that contains iMacs on the south side and PCs on the north side, which are open to all SFU students. The computer cubicles are fairly cramped and may not be accessible for all. It is best to sit at the ends of the aisles in the room containing the iMacs, and to sit at the back row in the room containing the PC’s. An accessible print station is available, but the card dispenser machine and printers are high.

4000 level:

*Calculus and Linear Algebra Workshop (C.L.A.W.)*, south side, slightly east. The desks are reasonably accessible, however there is limited space between the worktables.

SPECIAL ROOMS
The special rooms in this building include student service offices, department offices and student lounges.

2000 level:

2030 - *Sodex ho*, west side, north of White Spot (door left open). This is the office for janitor services.

2028 - *SFU Dining Services: Administrative Office*, west side, north of White Spot (door left open).

3000 level:

*Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology*, northeast Concourse. This is a large spacious room that is easy to maneuver, and has numerous displays for public viewing. The main entrance is not accessible, but a buzzer is located at the top of the stairway, and can be used to call a museum employee to escort the person to an alternate entrance through the Multi-Purpose Complex.
Simon Fraser Art Gallery, south Concourse, centrally located (wide open doors). This is a large spacious room that is easy to maneuver, and is very accessible for viewing the artwork.

3045 - Harassment Resolution Office, west side, slightly south, opposite elevator 002-2.

3048 – Return to Work Disability Management Co-coordinator, west side, south end, near the automatic doors. This is a small room with limited maneuvering space. However, arrangements can be made to accommodate wheelchairs. This service is provided only for SFU staff, faculty and administration.

3140 – Occupational Health and Safety Office, northeast corner. This office is responsible for the facilitation and maintenance of a safe work environment for staff and students.

5000 level: This level houses many department and faculty offices. All the rooms mentioned below have standard one-door width entranceways. Most offices are very small and have doorknobs, but the doors are usually left open.

5003 - Terry Fox Humanitarian Award Program Office, south side, east end

5040 – Centre for Writing Intensive Learning (C.W.I.L.), north side, west end. Proposed to open in Fall 2002, and is available for assisting students in the development of university writing. However, it is currently closed.

5054 - Sociology and Anthropology General Office, north side, east end.

5067 - Sociology and Anthropology Common Room, northeast corner.

5091 - Latin American Studies Students Common Room, east side, centrally located.

5102 - Women’s Studies Department Office, east side, centrally located.

5129, 5130 – Teaching Support Staff Union (TSSU), south side, east end.

5132 – Cupe Local 3338, south side, east end

5133 – Administrative Professional Staff Association (APSA), south side, east end.

5116 – Institute for Humanities, east side, south end.

5115 – Humanities Department General Office and Asia Canada Program, east side, south end.
6000 level:
This level houses many department and faculty offices. All the rooms mentioned below have standard one-door width entranceways and are very small. The corners of corridors are narrow and some doorways in the hall are closed.

6026A - History General Office, south side, slightly west.

6046 - Office of the Dean of Graduate Studies, southwest corner.

6067 - Department of Political Science General Office, west side, slightly south.

6097 - English Student Union Common Room, west side, north end.

6129 - Department of English General Office, north side, slightly west.

6168 - Office of the Dean Faculty of Arts, northeast corner.

6189 – Interdisciplinary Studies General Office, east side, centrally located. Includes the disciplines for Asia-Canada, Canadian Studies, First Nations, Humanities, Humanities Institute, Latin American Studies, and Spanish Program.

6205 - Canadian Studies, Humanities and Women’s Studies Common Room, east side, slightly south.

6011 – Faculty Association, south side, centrally located

6175, 6176 – Arts Co-op, east side, north end.

CAFETERIA SERVICES
Note: The condiment kiosks in all these areas are too high.

2000 level:

White Spot Triple O’s, west side, slightly north. Low counter tops. Serves breakfast and lunch.

James Douglas Room, west side, centrally located. This is an eating area, with movable tables and chairs. The condiments are high and difficult to reach.

Simon C’s Convenience Store, west side, located within the James Douglas Room. This is a small store with narrow aisles (doors always wide open). During peak hours when the store is crowded, the lineup stretches behind the aisles, and further limits the maneuvering room. The store policy requires that students leave their bags at the front, near the entrance, which makes this area completely inaccessible, as bags are often placed on the floor.
3000 level:

**Renaissance Coffee**, northeast corner. This shop has a high service counter.

**Orient Express Chinese Food Cafeteria**, east Concourse, slightly north. This restaurant is open only in Fall and Spring semesters.

**Alexander Mackenzie Cafeteria**, east Concourse, centrally located (double doors left open). Foods located in the upper compartments of shelves and refrigerators may be difficult to reach.

**The Mountain Top Deli / Sandwich Central**, located next to the main cafeteria in the dining area. It is best accessed through the Alexander Mackenzie Cafeteria.

OUTDOOR AREAS

3000 level:

**Courtyard**, northeast Concourse (*AUTOMATIC DOOR*, with infrared activators leading outside).

4000 level:

**AQ Gardens and Reflecting Pond**, centrally located. This area is surrounded by stairs, set in a hollow square formation and represent most of the 4000 level. There is a cement path that runs through the grassy landscape and across the pond. The portion of the walk that slopes downward to the pond is quite steep and awkward.

MISCELLANEOUS

BANK MACHINES

3000 Level

**Cash Stop**, northeast corner. However, the screen is high and may be difficult to see.
Academic Quadrangle
4000 level
Applied Science Building

9000 level couches
APPLIED SCIENCE BUILDING (ASB)

The Applied Science Building is a small building with three floors – the 8000, 9000 and 10,000 levels. It contains the School of Engineering Science and School of Computing Science. Additionally, it has research programs in microelectronics, industrial automation, robotics, computer systems, and graphics biomedical computing. This building has faculty offices, laboratories and a few classrooms.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

9000 level:

East side, north end. From B-Lot parking area (*AUTOMATIC DOOR* with infrared activators). During an emergency, the only fire exit on the south end of the 9000 level is by way of a steep exterior staircase.

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

9000 level:

*GORDON SHRUM SCIENCE CENTRE - KINESIOLOGY WING*, northwest corner (wide open hallway).

10,000 level:

*GORDON SHRUM SCIENCE CENTRE – MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS WING*, northwest corner (wide open hallway).
**HALLWAYS**

Hallways are level and most areas provide adequate maneuvering room. However, couches placed on the south end of the 9000 level walkway and chairs placed outside offices as designated waiting areas can impede the passageway. The faculty offices on the 9000 and 10,000 levels are located in clusters that are typically divided by pull doors or lever door handles.

**ELEVATORS**

West side, centrally located. Goes to levels 8, 9, and 10.

**ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS**

The location and layout of the washrooms are identical on both levels. They are both large rooms with lever door handles.

8000 level:

**WOMEN’S & MEN’S 890**, west side, centrally located (large room with lever door handle).

9000 level:

**WOMEN’S & MEN’S 990**, west side, centrally located (large room with lever door handle).

**ROOMS**

**LABORATORIES**

Computer labs are located on the 8000 and 9000 levels, and all contain standard door width entrances that require either keys or an access card to enter.

8000 level [Engineering]:

**8800 – Engineering Computer Lab**, south end, centrally located (access card required). Large open area with adequate maneuvering room between the aisles of computers.

**Research labs** are located throughout the 8000 level. They are small and may be cramped due to the placement of furniture and equipment.
9000 level:

Computing Science:

**9804, 9840 - Graduate and Undergraduate Computer Labs**, north end, west side (access card required). The rooms are large, but have narrow aisles between rows of computers. The new Undergraduate Computer Lab (9700) and Graduate Lab (9838) are very spacious and all computer stations are completely accessible.

Engineering:

**9854, 9898, 9896, 9884 - Graduate and Undergraduate labs**, south end, west side (access card required). They vary in the arrangement of furniture, but majority have high tables and high adjustable chairs. Labs are open 24 hours, but a lab technician is usually available for assistance during the day. Aisles are fairly spacious between computers and benches, but accessibility may be limited in some smaller labs, depending on the placement of furniture and equipment.

10,000 level [Computing Science]:

**Open Labs** – Two open labs available for all Graduate students (access card and password required). These labs are used primarily by first year graduate students.

**Research Labs** – These labs are designated for specific graduate research projects, often conducted under the supervision of an instructor. These are fairly small rooms, and may be restricted in area, depending on the placement of furniture. They range from 4 to 10 computers, varying from PCs, Sun Microsystems or Macintosh computers (keys or access card required).

SPECIAL ROOMS

Faculty offices are located primarily on the 9000 and 10,000 levels (all contain lever door handles). A Computing Science Graduate Common Room is located on the 10,000 level and an Engineering Graduate/Staff Lounge is located on the 8000 level (door left open, but the room may be cramped due to placement of furniture).

9000 level:

**9802 - School of Computing Science Common Room**, northwest corner (door held open with garbage can). Small room with limited navigation space, particularly when crowded. The telephone and computer is accessible, but the photocopier is high and may not be accessible for all.

**9851 - School of Engineering Science Administration**, east side, centrally located (pull door).

**9861 - Office of the Dean of Applied Sciences**, east side, centrally located (heavy lever door and high reception counter).

**9869 – Faculty of Applied Sciences**, east side, centrally located.
9971 - School of Computing Science Administration General Office, east side, centrally located. Includes office of the Director and Academic Advisor (door left open, fairly narrow entranceway).

CAFETERIA SERVICES:

9000 level:

Renaissance Coffee, northwest corner (high counter and high condiment kiosks).

OUTDOOR AREA

9000 level:

Patio, north end (narrow, heavy push doors. Both doors may need to be opened to fit wheelchair or scooter through.

Small patio, south end (heavy push door, with a lip).
Applied Science Building
8000 level
Contemporary Arts Building

Road to Studio Building
CONTEMPORARY ARTS BUILDINGS (CA)

The School for the Contemporary Arts resides in a set of portables on the east side of the campus, across from Strand Hall. The three small buildings running from east to west are the Film Building, the Studio Building and the Contemporary Arts General Office. This is an older area of the campus and is not completely accessible. However, accommodations can be made to better suit the needs of students.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

Ramps are located on the north side of each building, however they are all quite steep and bumpy.

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

The Contemporary Arts Buildings are comprised of single level buildings that are connected via a central exterior ramp that runs east to west, between the buildings. This area is independent from other buildings.

BUILDINGS

FILM BUILDING

This building is located farthest east amongst the three Contemporary Arts Buildings.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

The entrance to this building is on the west side and requires keys or an access code (two sets of doors, first with a round doorknob, followed by a pull door with
The rooms consist of editing suites, faculty offices and a classroom. The editing suites are fairly small, with limited maneuvering room (round doorknobs). The classroom is at the southeast corner and has a narrow entrance, but the room itself is large with movable desks and chairs. Offices are located on the north side.

**STUDIO BUILDING**

This building is the central building, located between the Film Building on the east and the Contemporary Arts General Office on the west.

**EXTERIOR ACCESS**

Entrances into this building are on the north, west or east side, however the east entrance is usually locked (clasp pull doors).

**HALLWAYS**

This building does not have any real hallways. It has a foyer area that connects the four studios.

**WASHROOMS**

Washrooms in this building are *NOT ACCESSIBLE*. The nearest accessible washrooms are in Strand Hall.

**ROOMS**

100 - *Music Studio*, northwest corner (round doorknob, which requires keys or an access code). The room is large with movable chairs.

200 - *Visual Arts Studio*, northeast corner (round doorknob, which requires keys or an access code). The room is large with movable tables, aisles and chairs. The tool room lacks maneuverability, the sinks are not accessible, and there is a small lip at the entrances to the studio’s storage rooms. This studio is for first year visual arts students only.
Further studies for 3rd and 4th year students are done in the upper levels of the Alexander Centre. However, disabled students are restricted to only use the studio in the day because the elevator shuts down once all the businesses below close.

300 - Theatre Studio, southeast corner (round doorknob, which requires keys or an access code). There is a short ramp at the entry and a lip onto the studio floor. The studio itself is a large open space, which is also used as a Dance Studio.

400 - Dance Studio, southwest corner (pull door). A short hallway leads into the two dance studios (401 and 402), however entrances into the studios are a narrow.

CONTEMPORARY ARTS GENERAL OFFICE
This building is located farthest west amongst the three buildings.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

Entrances into this building are from the east (main entrance) and north sides (clasp pull doors).

HALLWAYS

Hallways are level and have sufficient maneuverability.

WASHROOMS

Washrooms in this building are NOT ACCESSIBLE. The nearest accessible washrooms are in Strand Hall.

ROOMS

This building contains mostly faculty offices (door usually left open).

Contemporary Arts General Office, north side, immediately after east entrance, but has a high reception counter.
Map of Contemporary Arts Buildings
EAST ACADEMIC ANNEX (EAA)

This is a small independent building on the outskirts of campus. It is located east, beyond the bus loop. North of the first crosswalk, a path leads to the south side of the East Academic Annex. The EAA contains classrooms and a counseling centre on the ground floor, and faculty and project offices on the second floor.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

1000 level:

South side (ramp leads up to entrance, which has heavy pull doors).

North side (steep ramp leads to AUTOMATIC DOOR with infrared activation, which is accessible from the exterior only).

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

This is an independent building.

HALLWAYS

Hallways are level and provide adequate maneuvering room.

ELEVATORS

044-1, centrally located, slightly west. Goes to M (1000 level) and 2 (2000 level).
ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

1000 level:

**WOMEN’S 102 / MEN’S 101**, north side, slightly east (push door).

2000 level:

**WOMEN’S 204 / MEN’S 203**, north side, slightly east (push door).

ROOMS

The 1000 level contains some large classrooms, with movable tables and chairs (lever pull handles). The 2000 level has offices (lever push handles).

1000 level:

**1000-1024 – Clinical Psychology Centre**, west side, slightly north (lever pull door). Contains therapy rooms, meeting rooms and offices. Therapy rooms are fairly small with sofas, but do provide adequate maneuvering room. Clinical graduate students provide counseling services for adults, adolescents and children. The reception desk at the General Office is high and there is limited maneuvering room in the waiting room).


**1110 – Dance Studio**, east end (heavy push door, followed by pull door with doorknob).

2000 level:

**2100 – Community Development Centre Main Office**, south side, slightly west (lever push door).
Gorden Shrum Science Centre

Exterior of Buildings
Gorden Shrum Science Centre: Chemistry Wing
GORDON SHRUM SCIENCE CENTRE

Named after the University’s first chancellor, the science centre is home to the departments of Chemistry, Biological Sciences, Physics, Earth Sciences, Kinesiology, and Mathematics and Statistics. It encompasses the entire area south of the Academic Quadrangle. The departments are connected by a main corridor to the 3000 level of the AQ. Outdoor courtyards are situated between the wings, and help divide the building according to departments.

CHEMISTRY WING (C)

EXTERIOR ACCESS

9000 level:

West side. From exterior walkway, southwest of the AQ (heavy narrow pull door).

8000 level:

West side, north and south corridors. From exterior walkway, southwest of the AQ (heavy narrow pull door).

7000 level:

West side, north and south corridors. From sidewalk across from the Maggie Benston Centre (heavy narrow pull door).
BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

9000 level:

ACADEMIC QUADRANGLE, north end (narrow, heavy double push doors; may need to open both doors).

8000 level:

BIOLOGY WING, north corridor, east end (open corridor, with a steep ramp between the two wing; however, it has no railing and may be hazardous to use without assistance).

SOUTH SCIENCE BUILDING, main corridor, south end (open entryway).

7000 level:

SOUTH SCIENCE BUILDING, main corridor, south end (open entryway via ramp).

HALLWAYS

All hallways are level and provide adequate maneuvering room. It should be noted that heavy narrow fire doors divide up the hallways. However, AUTOMATIC DOORS with motion sensor activation are located in some areas.

ELEVATORS

005-7, main corridor, slightly south. Goes to levels 6, 7, 8 and 9.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

There are no accessible washrooms. The nearest accessible washrooms are in the AQ or the South Science Building.

ROOMS

This building contains mostly laboratories that contain benches where most equipment is placed. Faculty offices have limited maneuvering room by the entranceways. The majority of doors have round doorknobs.

LABORATORIES

Chemistry laboratories are located in the 7000 and 8000 level of the Chemistry wing and in the 8000 level of the South Science Building. The rooms vary in size but most
are large with adequate maneuvering room between the benches. However, labs can get crowded if there are many students. Most benches are high, making it difficult to reach supplies and equipment located towards the centre. However, lower tables can be brought in and set up at the sides of the room. Movable equipment and supplies can be set up at a lower table. The sinks and emergency eyewash fountains are located high up, but squeeze bottles are also available. Outlets are located at the centre of the benches, and are difficult to reach; however, power bars can be used as an alternative. Fume hoods are not all accessible, as some gadgets are located in the back and difficult to reach. In some labs, students are assigned a locker to store their work. Students with disabilities can be given a locker at a height that is most easily accessible.

8033, 8039 – These computer labs contain PCs that are restricted to Undergraduate Chemistry students (it requires password access). There is limited space between the aisles, but it is very spacious in the back (doors are held open during classes, but an access code or keys is required when the lab is closed).

In lower level labs, students usually work individually. Therefore it is best to seek assistance from the instructor or from other students, particularly when carrying supplies back to their lab benches.

In upper level labs, students often work in pairs, where a partner can perform the more difficult physical tasks. Some labs contain computers, where the keyboards can be lowered.

There is an adjustable lab bench in room 7017. This is the only lab in the Chemistry wing that has a table with adjustable legs that can be raised or lowered. However, it is not very practical, given that this lab is used for 2nd and 3rd year Analytical Chemistry, and 3rd year Physical Chemistry, where students rotate from station to station.

Graduate labs contain graduate student offices and individual workbenches. Some labs are very small, with limited maneuvering room, especially in cases where there are cable wires scattered on the floor. Some labs contain magnetic equipment, which wheelchairs cannot come close.

Students in wheelchairs or scooters may need to ask for assistance in many experiments, particularly when using equipment they cannot reach or when transporting chemicals and fragile supplies. It can be hazardous to handle chemicals, considering that sinks and emergency eyewash fountains are inaccessible. Special accommodations for some experiments can be made, but can still be very difficult to conduct experiments, particularly in courses such as Wet Chemistry.

LECTURE HALLS

C9000, C9002 – main corridor, north end, west side. These rooms are accessible only via the entrance on the exterior walkway on the west side of the AQ (pull door, leading down onto a steep, slippery ramp at the front of the lecture hall in C9002). A small furnace room connects the two classrooms, allowing access from the bottom level of C9002 to C9000. A movable table and chair is placed at the bottom for note taking.
SPECIAL ROOMS

9000 level:

**C9035 - Chemistry & MBB Student Union**, main corridor, south end (round door knob). This is a small room with limited maneuvering space.

**C9033 – Chemistry and Physics Co-op Coordinator**, main corridor, south end (round door knob).

**C9036 – University Radiation Safety Office**, main corridor, south end (round door knob).

8000 level:

**C8035 - Chemistry Department General Office**, main corridor, south end, opposite elevator. It has a high receptionist counter.
Gorden Shrum Science Centre: Biology Wing
BIOLOGY WING (B)

EXTERIOR ACCESS

6000 level:

South side, northeast of the South Science Building (long ramp and pull door). Enters into a small area with a few labs. From there, elevator 005-8 can be used to access the upper levels.

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

9000 level:

ACADEMIC QUADRANGLE, north end (heavy narrow pull doors, both doors may need to be opened. Because the entrance is on a ramp, the doors must be opened on a slight slope).

PHYSICS WING, central corridor, east side (open corridor).

8000 level:

CHEMISTRY WING, north corridor, west end (open corridor with a steep ramp and no railing, located in between the two wings).

PHYSICS WING, north, central and south corridors, east side (open corridors, separated by an open courtyard in the central corridor).

SOUTH SCIENCE BUILDING, south end (heavy pull doors, followed by a long ramp with corners).

7000 level:

PHYSICS WING, north and south corridors, east side (open corridors, separated by an open courtyard in the south corridor).

SOUTH SCIENCE BUILDING, south end (push door and long ramp, the doors are held open).

HALLWAYS

Hallways are level, except at the entrance from the AQ, and provide sufficient maneuvering room. It should be noted that heavy narrow fire doors divide up the hallways. However, automatic doors, with push door activation are located on the 9000 level and motion sensor activation on the 8000 level.
ELEVATORS

005-6, main corridor, centrally located, west side. Goes to levels 6, 7, 8 and 9.

005-8, main corridor, south end, next to the South Science Building entrance. Goes to levels 5, 6, 7 and 8 (poorly lit and has high push buttons).

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

WOMEN'S B824 / MEN'S B825, north corridor, west side, near the Physics Wing (heavy push door).

ROOMS

Most of the rooms are Biology laboratories that have limited maneuvering room and high workbenches. There are also some instructors’ offices located throughout the three levels. Most rooms have round doorknobs but are left open during classes.

LABORATORIES:
The laboratories are located on the 7000 and 8000 levels of the Biology wing and on the 8000 level of the South Science Building. They vary in size, but most are spacious with adequate maneuvering room between the benches. Most lab benches are high, however special accommodations can be made by bringing in lower movable tables, which can be placed at the sides of the room or at the ends of a lab bench. The labs can become very crowded with many students.

Adjustable lab benches are located in rooms B7222, B8212 and B8214. These are the only labs that contain tables with adjustable legs that can be raised or lowered to the proper height.

In lower level labs, students work individually. Therefore, it is advisable that they seek assistance from the instructor or other students, when dealing with equipment that may be difficult or unsafe to handle.

In upper level labs, students often work together in groups, where other partners are available to perform the more difficult physical tasks. Some upper level labs are smaller in size, so it can be more difficult to make accommodations.

SPECIAL ROOMS

9000 level:

Student Study Area - north corridor, east side, near the Physics Wing.
8000 level:

**B8255 – Biological Science General Office**, main corridor, centrally located, opposite from the elevator.

**B8231 - Biology Common Room**, central corridor, east side, off of the main hallway (heavy pull door). This is a small room, with limited maneuvering room and the photocopier and sink are high.

OUTDOOR AREA

7000 level:

**Courtyard**, south corridor, west side, situated between Biology and Chemistry Wings (pull doors). Once in the courtyard, the only exit is into Biology wing because there is a single step at the entrance to the Chemistry wing.

**Courtyard**, south corridor, east side, situated between Biology and Physics Wings (pull doors). The main pathway is steep and contains curves.
Shrum Science Centre
Biology Wing
7000 level
Gorden Shrum Science Centre: Physics Wing
PHYSICS WING (P)

EXTERIOR ACCESS

6000 level:

South side, near the Physic's Receiving Department (turning ramp, leading to a handle pull door).

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

9000 level:

ACADEMIC QUADRANGLE, north end (steep ramp to get to the AQ 3000 level). Entrance into the Physics wing is through heavy red doors with a heavy turn knob. Assistance may be required in opening the door.

BIOLOGY WING, central corridor, west side (open corridor).

KINESIOLOGY WING, central corridor, east side (open corridor).

8000 level:

BIOLOGY WING, north, central and south corridor, west side (open corridors, separated by an outdoor courtyard in the central corridor).

KINESIOLOGY WING, central corridor, east side (separated by an outdoor courtyard).

SOUTH CLASSROOM BUILDING, south corridor, east side (two sets of doors: push door and heavy push lever, separated by an outdoor courtyard).

7000 level:

BIOLOGY WING, north and south corridors, west side (open corridor, separated by an outdoor courtyard in the south corridor).

KINESIOLOGY WING, north corridor, east side (two sets of heavy push doors).

SOUTH CLASSROOM BUILDING, south corridor, east side (separated by an outdoor courtyard).

HALLWAYS

All hallways are level and provide adequate maneuvering room. Heavy narrow fire doors divide the hallways on the 7000 and 8000 levels. The locations of these doors are indicated
on the maps. However, AUTOMATIC DOORS with motion sensor activation are on the 9000 level and with push button activation on the 8000 level.

ELEVATORS

005-5, main corridor, south end, west side. Goes to levels 6, 7, 8 and 9. This elevator has a prototype remote control system that can be activated using a remote.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

8000 level:

WOMEN’S 848 / MEN’S 850, central corridor, west side, near Biology Wing (push doors, and has a high sink).

ROOMS

The majority of rooms are instructors’ offices, which are located primarily on the 8000 level and all contain lever turn handles. Laboratories have standard door width entranceways, and classrooms contain movable tables and chairs.

LABORATORIES

Undergraduate Labs – the introductory labs have two benches with adjustable legs in each lab. Most labs have high benches, but accommodations can be made by bringing in a lower table, or a high chair if the individual is able to transfer themselves out of their wheelchair or scooter. Equipment and supplies are always set on each lab station prior to experiments, and a lab technician is available for assistance. The doors are usually left open during classes.

Adjustable lab benches are located in rooms P9412, P9414, and P9416. These are the only labs that contain tables with adjustable legs that can be raised or lowered to the proper height.

Graduate Labs – research labs vary in size, depending upon the number of graduates in each room (some doorways are a little narrow). Most offices are accessible, but there can be limited maneuvering room due to the placement of furniture and equipment. Any graduate student on a wheelchair would be given first priority and placed in an accessible office closest to the entranceways.

SPECIAL ROOMS

9000 level:

P9301 - Audio Visual, main corridor, northwest corner (door held open, and has a high service counter).
P9304 - Earth Sciences General Office, main corridor, northeast corner (pull door with a round doorknob, and has a high reception counter).

P9426 - Physics Undergraduate Common Room, central corridor, slightly west. This is a small room, where keys or an access code is required (doorknob).

P9451 - Office of the Dean of Science, main corridor, south end, near the elevator (small room, heavy pull door).

8000 level:

P8429 - Physics General Office, main corridor, south end, opposite from the elevator.

P8466 – Chair Physics, south corridor, east side.

P8495 - Centre for Experimental and Constructive Mathematics, north corridor, east side, currently under construction.

OUTDOOR AREA

7000 level:

Courtyard, south corridor, west side, separates Physics and Biology Wings (heavy pull doors).

Courtyard, south corridor, east side, separates the Physics wing and the South Classroom Building (heavy pull doors).

8000 level:

Courtyard, central corridor, west side, separates Physics and Biology Wings (heavy pull doors).

Courtyard, central corridor, east side, separates Physics and Kinesiology Wings (heavy pull doors). A short ramp is provided to get down into the area, however, no railings are provided.
Shrum Science Centre
Physics Wing
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Gorden Shrum Science Centre: Kinesiology Wing
KINESIOLOGY WING (K)

EXTERIOR ACCESS

8000 level:

East end, central and south corridors (narrow ramp leads to AUTOMATIC DOOR with motion sensor activation in the central corridor and pull door in the south corridor).

7000 level:

SHRUM CLASSROOM BUILDING, east end, south corridor (ramp leading to pull door).

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

9000 level:

APPLIED SCIENCE BUILDING, north corridor, east side (wide open corridor).

PHYSICS WING, central corridor, west side (wide open corridor).

8000 level:

PHYSICS WING, central corridor, west side (heavy push doors, separated by an outdoor courtyard).

SHRUM CLASSROOM BUILDING, south end (wide open corridor).

7000 level:

PHYSICS WING, north and south corridors, west side (open corridor, separated by an outdoor courtyard in the south corridor).

SHRUM CLASSROOM BUILDING, south end (push door, separated by an outdoor courtyard).

HALLWAYS

All hallways are level and provide adequate maneuvering room.
ELEVATORS

005-9, main corridor, south end, across from the stairwell. Goes to levels 7, 8 and 9 (poorly lit and has a high emergency telephone).

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

7000 Level:

WOMEN’S K765, south corridor, west side / MEN’S K763, south corridor, east side (heavy door with high pull handles and high mirrors).

8000 Level:

WOMEN’S K864, south corridor, west side / MEN’S K865, south corridor, east side (heavy push door, small stall, high mirrors and inaccessible shower).

WOMEN’S K858, north corridor, east side / MEN’S K854, north corridor, west side (heavy door with a round doorknob, and has a high sink and high mirrors).

9000 Level:

WOMEN’S K964, south corridor, west side / MEN’S K963, south corridor, east side (heavy door with a high pull handle and narrow stall door. The mirrors are high and are not accessible).

WOMEN’S K956, north corridor, east side / MEN’S K952, north corridor, west side (high pull handle, narrow entrance way and mirrors that are not accessible).

ROOMS

The Kinesiology wing contains mostly faculty offices and special laboratories. Instructor’s offices are fairly spacious, with adequate room for a wheelchair by the entrance, but vary in the arrangement of furniture (door knobs, but sometimes doors are left open).

LECTURE HALLS

9000 level:

K9500 - north corridor, slightly west (AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation on the west entrance). There is a small platform with a table and chair at the top of the lecture hall. This area is surrounded by a glass barrier.

LABORATORIES

There are four laboratories, with adequate maneuvering room (doors are left open during classes). Benches vary in height, but most chairs are adjustable in height. It is
best to sit at the ends of the rows or at the back. Most experiments are conducted with a partner, who can be responsible for the more difficult physical tasks.

9000 level:

**K9503 - Applied Calculus Workshop**, north corridor, centrally located (round doorknob, and limited space between tables). It is considered a part of the Mathematics department.

**K9506 - School of Computing Science Instructional Lab**, north corridor, centrally located (round doorknob). It is considered a part of the Computing Science Department.

**K9509 – Department of Mathematics and Statistics Resource Centre**, north end, east side (round doorknob). It is considered a part of the Mathematics Department.

**K9510 – Mathematic and Statistics Computer Labs**, north corridor, centrally located (round doorknob). It is considered a part of the Statistics and Actuarial Sciences department.

SPECIAL ROOMS

8000 level:

**K8504 - Kinesiology Common Room**, north corridor, centrally located.

**K8501 - Applied Sciences Continuing Education Office**, north corridor, beside the Common Room (round doorknob, and has a high reception counter).

**K8507 – Graduate Lounge**, north end, east side (door left open). This is a spacious room, but has high computer keyboards, making the computers inaccessible for some.

9000 level:

**K9625 - Kinesiology General Office**, main corridor, south end (doors left open, and has a high reception counter with limited maneuvering room by the entrance).

**K9620 - Kinesiology Co-op Office**, main corridor, south end, across from the general office (narrow doorway).

OUTDOOR AREA

8000 level:

**Courtyard**, south corridor, west side, between Physics and Kinesiology wings.
Shrum Science Centre
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MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS WING

This wing is a single corridor running directly above the main corridor on the 10,000 level of the Gordon Shrum Science Centre, in the region of the Kinesiology wing.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

10 000 level:

East side. Near the southeast corner of the 4000 level of the AQ, (ramp with a tight corner at the top, leading to an AUTOMATIC DOOR with infrared activation).

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

10 000 level:

APPLIED SCIENCE BUILDING, main corridor, east end (wide open corridor).

HALLWAYS

The hallway is level and has sufficient maneuvering room.

ELEVATORS

No elevator directly accesses the Math and Statistics wing. It is best to take the elevator in the Applied Sciences Building to the 10,000 level and to go down corridor at the northwest corner, which eventually connects to Math and Statistics wing.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

There are no accessible washrooms. The nearest accessible washroom is in the Applied Sciences Building.

ROOMS

This wing is comprised almost entirely of faculty offices and a few specialized labs (round doorknobs in all rooms).
SPECIAL ROOMS

10,000 level:

**K10512 - Math and Statistics General Office**, main corridor, centrally located (door left open, high reception counter).

**K10545 – Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science General Office**, main corridor, centrally located (the side door is left open, high reception counter).

**K10557 – Statistical Consulting Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science** (round doorknob).

**Student Lounge** – opposite of the Math and Statistics General Office.
Multi-Purpose Complex / Education Building
MULTI-PURPOSE COMPLEX (MPX) or EDUCATION BUILDING

The Multi-Purpose Complex is a three level building that stretches north of the Academic Quadrangle, and is located east of Robert C. Brown Hall. The Faculty of Education, including department related classrooms and facilities, occupies most of the MPX. The remainder of the area contains offices and labs that belong to the Archaeology department.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

8000 level:

North side, centrally located, connecting to the walkway near C-Lot Parking (steep ramp leading to a pull door with a high handle, and a lip at the entrance).

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

8000 level:

ACADEMIC QUADRANGLE, south side, centrally located (wide open entrance way, with a steep ramp leading down into the MPX).

HALLWAYS

All hallways provide adequate maneuvering room. As this floor slopes downward to the north, the main hallway has ramps leading down to the lower parts of the building. On the 9000 level there is a steep, narrow ramp in the south part of the building that leads down to a small sublevel. On the 8000 level there is a fairly steep curved ramp in the northern half of the building. The 7000 level has a very steep ramp with a curve about midway down the
main hallway and another ramp to the lecture hall on this level.

ELEVATORS

036-1, main corridor, centrally located on the east side. Goes to levels 7, 8 and 9.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

7000 level:

WOMEN'S 762 / MEN'S 763, north end, east side (push door).

WOMEN'S 754 / MEN'S 755, south end, west side, across from the elevator (push door to narrow entrance, very poorly lit).

8000 level:

WOMEN'S 863 / MEN'S 862, main corridor, centrally located, on the east side (push door to a narrow entrance, very poorly lit and has high hand dryers).

9000 level:

WOMEN'S 952 / MEN'S 953, west corridor (push door to a narrow entrance, very poorly lit).

ROOMS

This building contains a variety of rooms including offices, classrooms, labs and one lecture hall. The majority of rooms have round doorknobs.

LECTURE HALL

7000 level:

7618 - northeast corner, a ramp at the north end of this level leads to this lecture hall. It contains a movable table and chair at the top, which impedes the stairway and entrance. The bottom level is inaccessible due to stairs along the sides of the lecture hall.

CLASSROOMS

All classrooms have movable desks and chairs. The Education classrooms have partitions that can be drawn to subdivide the classrooms. In such cases, usually exterior routes are used as access except in the following instance:
7000 level:

**7500a/b – Wet Area**, main corridor, south end, west side. These are two separate classrooms, where classroom 7500b can only be accessed through the classroom 7500a.

LABORATORIES

**8501 - Centre for Education Technology (CET Lab)**, central corridor, slightly south, west side. Contains iMacs, which are restricted to students enrolled in education courses, and photocopiers are located high up.

**8501 – Faculty of Education Information Centre**, located inside of the Centre for Education Technology Lab, northeast corner. It has a high reception desk.

The MPX also contains various smaller labs for Archaeology. All have round doorknobs that require key access.

SPECIAL ROOMS

Most of the special rooms on the 7000 and 8000 level are support offices for the Education department. The 9000 level houses offices for the Archaeology department.

7000 level:

**7560 – Learning and Instructional Development Centre**, north end (pull handle). There is a high reception counter, and the after hours video return slot is located low down, on the right side of the entrance.

8000 level:

**MPX Gymnasium**, central corridor, south end, west side (*NOT ACCESSIBLE*, stair access only).

**8624 - PDP Admissions**, central corridor, centrally located, east side.

**8625 - Education Undergrad Advising**, main corridor, centrally located, east side.

**8627 - French Resource Centre**, main corridor, centrally located, east side.

**8655 - Education Graduate Program General Office**, main corridor, north end, east side.

**8520-8540 – Education Administrative Offices**, main corridor, centrally located, opposite the elevator (door left open). It also contains the Professional Programs, Undergraduate Programs and Dean’s Office.
8653-8676 – Graduate Program Offices, north end, east side (*AUTOMATIC DOORS* with push button activation). It includes a Centre for Education, Law and Society.

8543-8559 – Field Program Offices, north end, west side (*AUTOMATIC DOORS* with push button activation).

9000 level:

**Archaeology Common Room**, central corridor, south end. This is an open area that has been set aside for Archaeology students.

**9635 - Archaeology Department General Office**, located off of the central corridor, on the east hallway.

**OUTDOOR AREAS**

8000 & 9000 levels:

**Patios** - centrally located, east and west sides of the main corridor (short ramp leading to push door, which has a high handle from the outside).
Multi-Purpose Complex / Education Building
9000 level
Robert C. Brown Hall / Classroom Complex

Robert C. Brown Hall Exterior
ROBERT C. BROWN HALL (RCB) or CLASSROOM COMPLEX (CC)

This is a six level building that holds offices, classrooms and labs. Images Theatre, a 450 seat lecture hall located at the south end of the complex, is also used for large public events and film presentations. The departments of Psychology, French, Communications, Geography, and Linguistics are located here. The 5000, 6000 and 7000 levels of this building have a main lower level on the south side and a smaller upper level on the north side.

Note: The RCB is one of the most complicated buildings to access throughout the entire university and can be fairly time consuming.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

5000, 6000, 7000 and 8000 levels:

On the exterior west side of Robert C. Brown Hall, there is a long, steep ramp that stretches from the 5000 to the 8000 level. All exterior doors on the west side of these levels have access to this ramp (heavy pull doors). This ramp is constructed of asphalt and has many dips and irregularities, which can make it hazardous for some to use.

5000 level:

East end, onto the long interior ramp, labeled “Wheelchair Exit to Parking” (AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation). However, there is still a considerable distance to go in order to reach C-Lot Parking, and without the aid of a sidewalk.
9000 level:

West end. Ramp from the AQ Gardens leads to AUTOMATIC DOORS with infrared activation.

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

7000 level:

ACADEMIC QUADRANGLE, south end (wide open entrance way). The 2000 level of the AQ is equivalent to the 7000 level of the Robert C. Brown Hall.

8000 level:

ACADEMIC QUADRANGLE, south end (there is a narrow, steep ramp near Images Theatre that leads up into the AQ). The 3000 level of the AQ is equivalent to the 8000 level of the Robert C. Brown Hall).

INTER-LEVEL ACCESS

There are no elevators in this building.

9000 level:

This level is only accessible using the exterior entrance at the west end (AUTOMATIC DOORS, often held open). To get to this entrance, it is best to take an elevator in the AQ to the 4000 level (elevators 002-3 or 002-6), then cross the AQ Gardens. The ramp into the Robert C. Brown Hall is at the northwest corner of the AQ Gardens. It is not possible to access the other levels of Robert C. Brown Hall without exiting the building and using the elevator in the AQ.

8000 level:

This level is accessible using the ramp from the Academic Quadrangle, east of Images Theatre. This is then followed by a second ramp, into the RCB Building itself. Again, it is not possible to access the other levels of the Robert C. Brown Hall without exiting the building and using the elevator in the AQ.

5000, 6000 & 7000 levels:

These levels have a ramp located on the east side, connecting offices on the upper north end, with classrooms and labs on the lower south end.

4000, 5000, 6000 & 7000 levels:

Access between the 4000 to 7000 levels is via a long ramp on the east side of the building. It is also very steep and it is strongly recommended that wheelchair users ask for assistance before using the ramp. There are intercom terminals for this purpose at the following locations:
4000 level:

Slightly down the west corridor, on the south wall. There is an additional ramp at the entrance to the level with inadequate maneuvering space at the top of the ramp.

5000 & 6000 level:

North wall.

7000 level:

Southwest wall.

HALLWAYS

The main corridors generally have enough maneuvering space. Some of the hallways off of the main corridor are quite small, particularly those near instructors’ offices.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

5000 level:

WOMEN’S 533, east end, south side (high pull handle) / MEN’S 536, east end, north side (push door and high mirrors).

7000 level:

WOMEN’S 722 / MEN’S 721, south corridor, centrally located (push door).

ROOMS

Note: Some rooms have entrances that are inset into the wall, which may cause difficulties for opening doors. The majority of rooms and offices have round doorknobs.

LECTURE HALLS

Images Theatre, south side, centrally located. There are two entrances into the Theatre, at the southeast (clasp pull door) and southwest (pull door with round knob) ends. The east entrance is accessible via a steep and narrow ramp off the north Concourse of the AQ. The west entrance is accessible from the exterior door on the west side of the CC, which leads down into the 8000 level hallway using a short ramp. The theatre is also used by the Film Society and cultural clubs for showing films in the evening. It is best to sit at the back, off to the sides.

8100 - southwest corner, across from the west entrance to Images Theatre (heavy doorknob and steep ramp on both sides, leading down to the front of
the lecture hall). Movable tables and chairs are situated at the bottom and are available for note taking. Access to this area of the 8000 level is via an exterior door on the west side of the RCB.

CLASSROOMS

Most classrooms are large with movable tables and chairs.

LABORATORIES

Special labs, which are associated with individual departments, also reside in this building. They all have round doorknobs and require keys to access.

SPECIAL ROOMS

Note: Most department offices are located on the upper mini-level that is accessible via a ramp located on the north side of the main corridor towards the east end.

5000 level:

5101 - Communications Graduate Common Room, south west corner (round doorknob and the room is quite cramped). However, this room is labeled Communications Grad Resource Room.

5124 - Psychology Common Room, northwest corner, (round doorknob).

5201 – Psychology Microcomputer Laboratory, south hallway, west end.

5246 - Department of Psychology General Office, north corridor, west end.

6000 level:

6102 - Geography Common Room, located in a small hallway on the southwest corner.

6209 – Geography Research Office, south hallway, centrally located (door left open).

6117 - Communications Undergraduate Common Room, located down a small hallway on the southwest side (round doorknob). This room is labeled Communications Interactive Media Lab. Although the room is cluttered with furniture, which can make it difficult to maneuver, all furniture is movable and can be rearranged.

6135 - School of Communications General Office, west end.

6200 – Geography Cartography Lab, south hallway, centrally located.
7000 level:

7123 - Department of Geography General Office, west end, upper mini-level (has a high reception counter).

7206-7220 – Mental Health, Law and Policy Institute, keys or access code required (pull handle, but a buzzer is available next to the door for assistance when locked).

French Language Training Centre, south corridor, east end (heavy pull doors at main entrance, all interior rooms have round doorknobs).

7401 – French Writing Centre, northwest corner, open in the Fall and Spring semesters for proofreading essays. There is limited maneuvering room due to the placement of furniture and a rug at the centre of the room.

7402, 7404, 7405 – classrooms have movable tables, desks and chairs (doors left open).

7406D - Classroom and French Lounge, although the main entrance is not accessible due to stairs, there is an alternate entrance from the steep ramp, located along the east side of the RCB. There is a door on the right side of the ramp located between the 6000 and 7000 levels, which is usually kept locked and pre-arrangements must be made to have it opened. The partitions used and the arrangement of the furniture inside can also make maneuvering difficult. However, all furniture and partitions are movable and can be rearranged.

8000 level:

8108 - Department of French General Office, central corridor, west end.

9000 level:

9201 - Department of Linguistics General Office, central corridor, centrally located.

OUTDOOR AREAS

7000 level:

Courtyard with a small pond, southeast corner. This area can be accessed from the east side of Robert C. Brown Hall and the south side from the AQ (heavy push doors).
Robert C. Brown Hall / Classroom Complex
7000 level
Exterior of South Science Building

South Science Building
SOUTH SCIENCE BUILDING (SSB)

This building contains the Institute of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, laboratories, and professors’ offices. This building has three floors of interest – the 6000, 7000, and 8000 levels.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

6000 level:

South corridor, east end. From South Campus Road, near the Bus Stop, (steep ramp up from sidewalk, leading to two sets of heavy pull doors).

South corridor, west end. From Science Road, south of the Maggie Benston Centre (two sets of heavy pull doors).

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

7000 level:

GORDON SHRUM SCIENCE CENTRE - BIOLOGY WING, east end (push door followed by long ramp).

GORDON SHRUM SCIENCE CENTRE – CHEMISTRY WING, main corridor, north end (open corridor, with a slight slope).
8000 level:

GORDON SHRUM SCIENCE CENTRE - BIOLOGY WING, southeast corner (long ramp and push door).

GORDON SHRUM SCIENCE CENTRE – CHEMISTRY WING, main corridor, north end (open corridor).

HALLWAYS

All hallways are level and provide adequate maneuvering room.

ELEVATOR

Central corridor, south end. Goes to levels 6000, 7000 and 8000. It is labeled 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, but buttons 5 and 9 are deactivated. And the digit display shows 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

Washrooms are located on the main corridor, south end, with the men’s on the west side and the women’s on the east side.

6000, 7000 & 8000 levels:

WOMEN’S 611 / MEN’S 612 (push doors).

WOMEN’S 711 / MEN’S 712 (push doors).

WOMEN’S 811 / MEN’S 812 (push doors).

ROOMS

The South Science Building consists mostly of graduate laboratories. The room numbering system is such that odd numbered rooms are located to the east of the main corridor and even numbered rooms are located to the west. The labs, for the most part, have sufficient maneuvering room, but all contain high counters and worktables. This building also houses professors’ offices. Some offices have inset doors, which may be awkward for some to open. Rooms have lever door handles or pull handles.

SPECIAL ROOMS

8000 level:

8166 - Molecular Biology and Biochemistry General Office, south corridor,
centrally located (pull door leading into the offices). It has a high reception desk

7000 level:

7115 – Journal Room, south corridor, slightly east (lever door handle).

6000 & 7000 levels:

Graduate Students Eating Area, south corridor, slightly west. This is a small kitchen area with an accessible microwave and sink. However, the high and low cupboards may be difficult to reach.

6000 & 8000 levels:

Undergraduate Students and Staff Lounge, south corridor, centrally located.
West Mall Complex

Raven’s Bistro

Exterior
WEST MALL COMPLEX (WMX)

The West Mall Complex is a fairly new building located at the west end of the campus, near the Residences. The departments of Business, Economics, Criminology, Philosophy and Distance Education are located here. The WMX has five floors and is divided into two main areas: the Lohn Building (on the northeast wing) and the Jack and Sadie Diamond Building (on the northwest wing). These two areas are connected by a long, wide corridor, centrally located on the 2000 and 3000 levels. There are instructional classrooms and lecture halls on the south side of the corridor on the 2000 and 3000 levels. It is important to note that the 1000, 4000 and 5000 levels are divided into separate east and west sections, with no connector between them. These sections must be accessed by the corresponding elevator.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

2000 level:

Northwest side. En route to Residences (heavy pull doors).

Northeast side. West of Transportation Centre (heavy pull doors).

2000 & 3000 level:

South side, centrally located. Opposite east and west Gymnasiums (four sets of heavy pull doors).

3000 level:

Northwest side. En route to Parking (AUTOMATIC DOOR with infrared activation).
Northeast side. West of Transportation Centre (two sets of AUTOMATIC DOORS with infrared activation, separated by a wide ramp in between).

4000 level:

West and East sides, from the upper Convocation Mall walkway (ramp leading to a heavy pull door). However, during winter months, this outside walkway is not cleared of snow or maintained. An alternate route is advised.

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

No connecting buildings. However, the TRANSPORTATION CENTRE is immediately east and CHANCELLOR’S GYMNASIUM is immediately south.

HALLWAYS

All hallways provide adequate maneuvering room.

ELEVATORS

040-1, northeast side. Goes to P1, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

040-3, northwest side. Goes to P1, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

1000 level:

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S 0164, Criminology department, west side off of main corridor (turn lever).

WOMEN’S 0132, east side off of main corridor / MEN’S 0137, west side off of main corridor, Continuing Studies department. In the men’s washroom, a table is placed at the foot of the toilet, which can impede maneuverability.

2000 level:

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S 0221, south side, east end, next to entrance (lever push door).

3000 level:

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S 0355, south side, west end (lever push door).
4000 level:

**WOMEN’S 0462 / MEN’S 0463**, west side, pass Philosophy General Office (push lever handle).

**WOMEN’S 0435 / MEN’S 0436**, east side Business Department, main corridor, west side (lever push door, single large room).

5000 level:

**WOMEN’S 0533 / MEN’S 0535**, east side Business Department, main corridor, west side (lever push door).

ROOms

LECTURE HALLS

3000 level:

**3210, 3260**, south side, east end. Accessible via long ramp with turns located on the far east side. A movable table and chair is placed at the top of the lecture hall, available for note taking.

**3520**, south side, centrally located. Floor level of lecture hall is accessible via the hallway along the southwest end of building). A movable table and chair is situated at the bottom, available for note taking.

CLASSROOMS

2000 & 3000 levels:

Large rooms with movable tables and chairs.

LABORATORIES

**2502** - WMX Computer Lab, south side, west end (doors left open). Public lab containing IBMs and iMacs open to all students and faculty.

SPECIAL ROOMS

1000 level:

**1300 - Continuing Studies / Centre for Distance Education**, east side. Assignment drop-off slot located left of the entrance is located high up.

**School of Criminology**, west end (open entranceway). Contains faculty and graduate student's offices.
1601 – Criminology Undergraduate Common Room, south side of department, entrance from study area (door left open). Small, cramped room with limited maneuverability due to the placement of furniture.

1603 – Criminology Graduate Student Common Room, southwest corner of department (door left open).

1621 - C.P.A.L., two sets of doors (lever push door).

Study area, east and west sides. Contains carrels and Xerox Machines.

2000 level:

Faculty of Business Administration, northeast corner (open entranceway). The Business Microcomputer Lab has a heavy, high lever push door.

2262 - Instructional Media Centre Audio Visual, south side, slightly east, down corridor (doors left wide open).

2630 - School of Criminology General Office (east side off of main corridor) and Department of Economics (west side off of main corridor), northwest corner (downward ramp at open entranceway).

3000 level:

3302 - Faculty of Business Administration General Office, northeast corner.

3602 - Department of Economics General Office, northwest corner.

Student Lounge/Study area, north side, centrally located, contains tables and carrels.

4000 level:

4604 - Department of Philosophy General Office, west side (doors wide open)

Faculty of Business Administration, east side (doors wide open). Contains instructor offices.

5000 level:

5300 - Office of the Dean of Business Administration and Management Sciences, east side (heavy push door).

Department of Philosophy, west side (heavy push door). Contains instructor’s offices.
CAFETERIA SERVICES

2000 level:

Raven’s Cafeteria, north side, centrally located (fairly steep downward ramp leading to open entranceway). The cashier counter is accessible, but the condiment kiosk is high. Service employees are available for assistance.

Raven’s Bistro, en route to Raven’s Cafeteria (NOT ACCESSIBLE, stairs into area). However, identical foods and beverages can be purchased at Raven’s Cafeteria, except for Starbuck’s Coffee.

OUTDOOR AREAS

2000 Level

Labatt Sports Court – south side, centrally located.

Patio - north side, centrally located, outside Raven’s Cafeteria (heavy push doors).

3000 Level

Balcony – south side, centrally located (push doors).

Patio – north side, centrally located, outside Student Lounge (push doors).

MISCELLANEOUS

BANK MACHINE

2000 Level

Northwest corner, near entrance. However, the screen is high and may be difficult to see.
West Mall Complex
2000 level
West Mall Complex
3000 level
General Service Buildings

Exterior of the Maggie Benston Centre
Bus Loop on the east end of campus

Bus Loop
BUS LOOP

The main bus loop, Transit Exchange Bay 1 is located at the far east end of the campus, past Strand Hall and the Contemporary Arts buildings. There are ramps into the bus loop area and onto the individual platforms.

For information on accessible routes consult the Translink schedule, the Customer Information line at 604-953-3333, or the website at <http://www.translink.bc.ca/>.

For information regarding HandyDART services, call 604-524-3655 in Burnaby, New Westminster, Coquitlam, Port Moody, and Port Coquitlam; 604-430-2892 in Vancouver; and 604-591-3346 in Surrey.

BUS STOPS

Eastbound:

Transportation Centre Bay 2, northeast of Campus Security and Information

Westbound:

Southcampus Road at Shrum Science, southeast of South Science Building
Transportation Centre Bay 1, northwest of Campus Security
West University at West Campus Road, north of Residence Buildings
ROUTES SERVICING SFU

Burnaby Mountain:

35/135 – SFU / Stanley Park
143 – SFU / Coquitlam Centre
144 – SFU / Metrotown Station
145 – SFU / Production Station

Harbour Centre:

23 – Stanley Park / New Westminster
123 – Burrard Station / New Westminster Station
35/135 – SFU / Stanley Park

50 – Waterfront / False Creek South, stops on Cordova Street, north side of Harbour Centre
Chancellor’s Gym Exterior

Chancellor’s Gymnasium
CHANCELLOR’S GYMNASIUM

The gymnasium is a five level building located at the centre of the university’s athletic activities. This building contains two gyms, a swimming pool, two weight rooms, and other sport related offices.

Note: The Basement level is NOT ACCESSIBLE.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

300 level:

North side. (AUTOMATIC DOOR with infrared activation, ramp down to entry).

200 level:

North side, next to Labatt Sports Court (heavy pull door with high handles).

100 level:

North side (heavy pull doors with low handles).

South side (pull doors).

Doors exiting East and West gyms on the south side of the building can be opened from the interior only. They have push doors, with a lip and some contain a small shallow ramp leading outside.
Ground level (000 level):

North side. Connects into the walkway that runs west-to-east from Residences to the ground level of the Transportation Centre (AUTOMATIC DOOR with infrared activation).

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

There are no direct connections to any other buildings exists. However, the WEST MALL COMPLEX is opposite the Gym on the north side on the 200 and 300 levels and the WEST MALL PARKADE (heavy fire doors with round doorknobs) is opposite on the north side of the 100 and Ground levels.

HALLWAYS

All hallways are level and provide adequate maneuvering room. Many doors in the hallways are held open with garbage cans or recycling bins.

On the Ground level there is a ramp leading from the area near the elevator, down to the rest of the level. This ramp is steep and has a tight turn at the bottom.

ELEVATORS

007-1, North side, slightly east. Goes to levels G, 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

000 level (Ground level):

WOMEN’S 067 / MEN’S 065, north side slightly west, toilet seat has unstable seat riser (push door).

100 level:

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S, north of the West Gym, in the lobby area (lever push door).

CHANGE ROOMS

Ground level (000 level):

Pool Change Rooms, WOMEN’S 008 / MEN’S 013, east side, off of the main corridor (round doorknob, sometimes held open). This area lacks maneuverability. Accessible lockers are available but the aisles are narrow in the change areas. The shower can be wheeled into but no equipment is provided to aid accessibility.
Washrooms are NOT ACCESSIBLE. However, a disability change room is available on the 100 level.

**Change Rooms, WOMEN’S 028 / MEN’S 005,** centrally located, off of the main corridor (round doorknob). This area lacks maneuverability. Accessible lockers available but aisles are narrow in the change area. Showers, washrooms, sinks and mirrors are NOT ACCESSIBLE. However, a disability change room is available on the 100 level.

100 level:

**Disability Change Room, WOMEN’S AND MEN’S,** main corridor, east side, next to pool entrance. Contains a shower, small lockers, a cushioned bench and washroom facilities. This room is completely accessible.

**ROOMS**

Offices are located on the eastern corridor (between two sets of push doors). Recreation and services offices are primarily on the 100 level, and coaches offices on the 200 and 300 levels.

**SPECIAL ROOMS**

Basement:

**The Bog Weight Room**, south side, east end (door left open). This area is generally not accessible. However, if it is essential to access this area, individuals on wheelchairs or scooters may enter from the Terry Fox Field. However, staff must be notified in advance, as the doors are usually kept locked. This room contains primarily free weights, but is spacious and adequate maneuvering room is provided.

**Combatives Room**, south side, slightly west. This area can be accessed from the entrance by the Terry Fox Field, but the Basement level is generally NOT ACCESSIBLE. This room contains the wrestling room and squash and racquetball courts.

Ground level:

**SFU Gym Shop**, north side, east end, near elevator. Small store, with limited maneuvering room.

**070 - Physiotherapy and Training Clinic**, north side, slightly west. Appointments are made through Health Services, or on a drop-in basis. Physiotherapists work with clients individually to educate them about managing their disability during daily activities and to introduce them to an exercise program that meets their appropriate needs.
**Equipment Room**, centrally located between the men’s and women’s change rooms. Entrance from both change rooms, but has a high service counter.

100 level:

**110 - Recreational Services and Athletics**, east corridor, wheelchair counter provided (heavy pull doors into the corridor).

**Swimming Pool**, east side, south of elevator (narrow push doors). Area includes a diving pool and length pool with minimum depth of 3.5’ and a maximum depth of 8’. A Pool Lift (manually cranked chair lift for raising and lowering persons in and out of the pool) and a Wet Chair (alternative to getting personal wheelchairs wet after getting out of the pool) is provided. It is best to make prearrangement when planning to use pool facilities and to ask staff for assistance when using this equipment.

**East Gym**, immediately west of the elevator (pull door with low handles). During sporting events, the bleachers are out and there is no accessible seating. It is best to sit on the side of the court.

**West Gym**, west end of the Gym Complex. Accessible through the East Gym or through the entrance on the north side (heavy pull door with a lip into the corridor, followed by pull doors leading directly into the gym). During sporting events, the bleachers are put in place and no accessible seating is available for watching games. It is best off to the side of the court.

200 level:

**Pool Viewing Gallery**, east corridor. *NOT ACCESSIBLE* due to the narrow bleachers. To view swimming events, it is best to watch from the side of the pool, but accommodations must be made with staff.

400 level:

**Piper’s Gym**, entire 4th floor. Most of the stationary equipment has swing seats, where wheelchairs can be slid under. There is limited maneuvering room in the free weight area and in between the rows of cardio machines. For an orientation of wheelchair accessible equipment, contact the fitness coordinator for an appointment.

**OUTDOOR AREA**

**Field #1: Terry Fox Field**, south of the Gym Complex. There is no direct route to get from the gym to the field. The only routes are either from the steep sidewalk near Campus Security and Information, or the longer route that begins west of McTaggart-Cowan Hall Residence. This field contains a track, and during sporting events it is best to sit on the north side.
Field #2, southwest of Terry Fox Field. It is used as the rugby and football fields.

Field #3, west of Field #2. It is used as a softball field.

Field #4, northwest of Field #3. It is used for intramural recreation (*NOT ACCESSIBLE*, due to the gravel ground).

Tennis Courts, south of Terry Fox Field (*NOT ACCESSIBLE*, narrow entrance and the only access is through muddy grass).
Chancellor's Gymnasium
200 level

Chancellor's Gymnasium
300 level
Building 4: Childcare Office, Morningside and Nanitsh

Play yard in Skyfire

Childcare Centre
CHILDCARE CENTRE

The newest building is immediately north of the entrance, and contains the main offices. The older portion of the Centre is located to the west of the entrance. All care centers are closed off using latched gates with high locks. Most rooms on the ground level have small temporary wooden ramps and all rooms have round doorknobs. The upper level of the older portions of the Centre is only accessible via a long steep gravel ramp located along the south side of the buildings. It is advisable that individuals seek assistance when using this path. It is best for individuals on wheelchairs or scooters to first stop at the General Office of the Centre.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

The Childcare Centre is located at the northeast corner of the Residences main parking lot and the main entrance is from the southeast corner of this area.

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

This Centre is independent of the rest of the campus and has no building-to-building access. The Centre is comprised of clusters of rooms connected via outdoor paths, which are very steep in certain areas.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

Accessible washrooms are only located in the newest building of the Childcare Centre. Washrooms in Building 4 include the General Office and care centers, Morningside and Nanitsh. Childcare centers in the older portions do not contain accessible washrooms for staff or children.
SPECIAL ROOMS

Main level:

4100A – Childcare Centre General Office, north side, east end (lever pull door, tight corner by the entrance).

ROOMS

BUILDING 1

1211 – Crackers (age 6-8), south side, east end, east of Skyfire. The entrance is from the bumpy gravel road located on the south side of the building, leading up from the Residences Main Parking Lot (latched gate, ramp, doorknob). Children’s worktables are accessible.

1201 - Skyfire (age 3-5), south side, east end, west of Crackers. The entrance is from the bumpy gravel road located on the south side of the building, leading up from Residences Main Parking Lot (latched gate, temporary ramp, turn handle). The play area is accessible.

1200 - Conference Room

1111 - Pink (age 1-3), south side, east end, east of Les Petits (latched gate, temporary ramp, doorknob). The play area is accessible.

1101 - Les Petits (age 1-3), south side, east end, west of Pink (latched gate, temporary ramp, doorknob). The play area is accessible, but there is limited area around children’s worktables.

BUILDING 2

2211 - Kahpoo (3-18 months), north side, slightly west, east of Los Ninos (latched gate that turns into a ramp, doorknob, entrance door has a small lip). Limited maneuvering room in the play area, due to the placement of stationary play toys and mats on the floor.

2201 - Los Ninos (age 1-3), north side, slightly west, west of Kahpoo (latched gate, temporary ramp, door knob). Limited maneuvering room in the play area.

2101 Kindergarten Kids (age 5-6), north side, west end (latched gate, temporary ramp, and round doorknob). Children are driven to and from school in a bus that is NOT ACCESSIBLE.
BUILDING 3

3211 – Voyageurs (age 8-12), south side, west end. The entrance is from the bumpy gravel road, located on the south side of building, leading up from Residences Main Parking Lot. NOT ACCESSIBLE, due to single step (latched gate, doorknob). Limited maneuverability due to the arrangement of furniture.

3200 - Malaika (age 1-3), south side, far west end (latched gate, temporary ramp, and round doorknob). The play area is accessible. The emergency exit is NOT ACCESSIBLE, due to single step.

3201 - Staff Room, south side, slightly west (doorknob, NOT ACCESSIBLE, due to steep stairs). Limited maneuvering room due to the placement of furniture.

BUILDING 4

These groups are located in the lower level of the building. Access is via a zigzag ramp on the east side of the Centre, near the tennis courts. This is an asphalt ramp that is quite steep and uneven in places. There is a large drain at the foot of ramp and about half way down the second leg, there is a large indent in the road.

4200A – Nanitsh (age 3-5), north side, east end, west of Morning Side (lever turn handle). Limited maneuvering room in the play area and worktables. The washrooms are accessible.

4250A - Morning Side (age 3-5), north side, east end, east of Nanitsh (lever turn handle) Lots of maneuvering room around the play area, but there is limited space around children’s work tables. Staff and children’s washrooms are accessible.

OUTDOOR AREAS

There is one play yard designated for each care group, and is usually located next to the particular care centre. Each yard varies in playground equipment, but disabled individuals are restricted to the main path and cannot go up into the sanded areas, due to the wooden steps.
Convocation Mall
CONVOCATION MALL

This is a large open courtyard centrally located on the campus. It is easily distinguished by the glass roof covering the area. A stage is located on the east side of the Mall. Ramps are placed on the north and south ends of the stage during convocation ceremonies, but are taken down during the rest of the year. There are stairs at the east and west ends of the Mall that lead to the upper walkways. The only means to access the upper walkways are via from the 3000 level of the AQ or the 4000 level of the WMX.

The Mall gets its name from the fact that convocation takes place under its roof twice a year. The parade of graduates begins at the AQ Gardens, marches down the stairs, across the stage, around the Mall, and are finally seated at the east end, in front of the stage. It should be noted that because of all the stairs, the parade is not accessible for those on wheelchairs and scooters.

Convocation Mall is connected to the W.A.C. BENNETT LIBRARY to the north, the ACADEMIC QUADRANGLE to the east, the SFU THEATRE and MAGGIE BENSTON CENTRE to the south and the TRANSPORTATION CENTRE to the west.

ROOMS

3100 - UniverCity: The Community at SFU Presentation Centre, east of library exterior entrance (pull doors).
Diamond University Centre Main Entrance

Diamond University Centre
DIAMOND UNIVERSITY CENTRE (DUC)

This is a two level building located on the north side of the campus. It has a dining area, lounge, meeting rooms and offers a spectacular view of Burrard Inlet and the mountains. The shortest route to the restaurant is via the ramp on the west side of Robert C. Brown Hall, however this ramp is very steep. A longer, but less hazardous route involves going east along the sidewalk near the Bus Loop in the Transportation Centre. There is a crosswalk located in front of the club.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

Main level:

South side. Beginning from the road, a long ramp zigzags down to the restaurant (heavy pull door usually left open). There are handrails on the side of the ramp.

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

This is an independent building.

HALLWAYS

There is a ramp with a tight corner leading down to the dining level on the north side. There is limited space between tables, however the furniture is movable and accommodations can be made.
ELEVATORS

South side, slightly east. Goes to Main and Lower levels.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

Main level:

**WOMEN’S / MEN’S**, south side, east of elevator (push door, with narrow entrance).

Lower level:

**WOMEN’S / MEN’S**, centrally located, at the foot of a shallow ramp, opposite of the entrance to the Fraser Room (heavy round doorknob).

ROOMS

Main Level:

- **Belcarra Room**, south side, west end (through narrow hallway). Often used for meetings.
- **Bar**, south side, east end.
- **Main Lounge**, north side, east end.
- **Main Dining Room**, north side, centrally located.

Lower Level:

- **Fraser Room**, north side, slightly east (entrance at foot of shallow ramp, southwest corner of room). Often used for meetings.
- **Thompson Room**, north side, slightly west (down shallow ramp). Often used for meetings.
- **Member’s Lounge**, north side, east end.
HALPERN CENTRE

The Halpern Centre is used for cultural and intellectual events, which are not part of the scheduled credit offerings of the University. The Centre serves as a venue for events of the scholarly, social and cultural value, including lectures by distinguished visitors. It is also the home of Conference Services.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

East side, outside the 2000 level of the AQ there is a steep ramp leading down to the Centre’s east entrance (AUTOMATIC DOORS with motion sensor activation, and a high reception counter). The long exterior ramp that runs along the west side of Robert C. Brown Hall can also be used to access the Centre.

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

This is an independent building.

HALLWAYS

The main corridors are spacious. However, the corridors to the meeting rooms are a narrow.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

WOMEN’S 112, centrally located, slightly to the north / MEN’S 124, centrally located,
slightly to the south (push doors).

ROOMS
There are two meeting rooms, a private lounge and the multi-purpose room in this building.

114 – Lounge, north end, large spacious room (clasp pull door, with a wide entranceway).

126 - Multi-Purpose Room, south end, large room with plenty of space located on the sides of the room (clasp pull door, which is usually left open during events and conferences).

Meeting Rooms - 123 on the south side and 111 on the north (lever push doors).

OUTDOOR

Terrace - west side, centrally located (push door).
HIGHLAND PUB

The Pub is a small section, located immediately east of the Maggie Benston Centre, along the south walkway in Convocation Mall. The Pub is comprised of the entire 4000 level and is situated directly above the Higher Grounds coffee shop on the 3000 level. The Pub houses licensed drinking areas and also serves hot food, such as hamburgers and fries. It should be noted that the 4000 level is only accessible via the service elevator or the stair lift, which is fairly jerky. When planning to visit the Pub, pre-arrangements should be made in order to notify staff.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

3000 level:

North side. From Convocation Mall, just east of Maggie Benston Centre’s main entrance (pull doors, often held open).

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

3000 level:

MAGGIE BENSTON CENTRE, northwest corner. It may be easier to get into the SFU Pub by going through the AUTOMATIC DOOR in the MBC’s main entrance and then entering via the building-to-building access, which is immediately left of the main doors.

HALLWAYS

There is limited hallway space in this small building, especially between the aisles of tables in the dining and drinking areas.
ELEVATORS

**Stair Lift** - located in the 3000 level, next to the main staircase inside Higher Grounds, and accesses the 4000 level.

**Service Elevator** - comes up from behind the bar on the 4000 level and requires a key that can be acquired from the Pub staff. The easiest way to access this elevator is on the 3000 level of the MBC. It is located in the east end, down the washroom corridor.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

4000 level:

**MEN’S / WOMEN’S**, far southeast corner (fairly small stall).

ROOMS

The Pub is not really divided into rooms, but rather, specialized regions.

SPECIAL AREAS

4000 level:

**Dining and drinking areas**, the main dining room is on the south end, while a second drinking area is available on the north end. Additionally, there is also a loft on the north end of the Pub, available for drinking and socializing. However, this loft is *INACCESSIBLE*, due to stairs.

OUTDOOR AREAS

4000 level:

**Terrace**, southeast side (heavy push handles and narrow entrance way, may not be accessible for all). Outdoor dining and drinking seating is available during the summer months.
Maggie Benston Centre
MAGGIE BENSTON CENTRE (MBC)

This is a relatively new, four floor building located centrally on campus, just south of the Convocation Mall. It houses all student services including the Registrar’s Office, the Cashier’s Office, the SFU Bookstore, the Career and Health Centre and the Centre for Accessible Learning.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

3000 level:

North side. From Convocation Mall (AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation at the far west door, closest to the SFU Bookstore).

2000 level:

North side. From underground parking lot (two sets of AUTOMATIC DOORS with push button activation, leading to a descending ramp with a lip at the doorway).

Southeast side. Enters into the Atrium Cafeteria (two AUTOMATIC DOORS with push button activation. This door is also the most convenient access to the SFU Theatre.

1000 level:

Northwest side. Through the heavy push doors that enters the washroom corridor, there is an exit on the left side, pass the service elevator and out a descending ramp, into the Security and Information area.
BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

3000 level:

Highland Pub, northeast corner (large open entrance way into the Higher Grounds coffee shop).

HALLWAYS

All hallways are level and provide adequate maneuvering room.

ELEVATORS

The main set of public elevators is centrally located, on the north side. They go to levels, 7 (0000), 8 (1000), 9 (2000) and 10 (3000). The levels in the brackets correspond with the MBC room numbering system.

The service elevator is located down the washroom corridors on the northwest corner. They go to levels 7 (0000), 8 (1000), 9 (2000) and 10 (3000). Access to the 4000 level for the SFU Pub, requires a key.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

On each floor of the MBC most washrooms are located down a small corridor on the northwest corner, which also contains the service elevator, public telephones, and a drinking fountain. These washrooms are identical in design and are completely accessible (heavy push doors).

0000 level: WOMEN’S 042 / MEN’S 043.

1000 level: WOMEN’S 142 / MEN’S 143 (heavy push door leading into corridor).


WOMEN’S 249 / MEN’S 250, south end, east side, area behind photocopiers, next to Print Shop (push door).

3000 level: WOMEN’S 342 / MEN’S 343 (only level that has an AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation).

ROOMS

SPECIAL ROOMS
0000 level

0000 – Reprographics, northwest corner, printing and duplicating services (long shallow ramp down to a small lobby area, with a high service counter).

0101 - Health and Counseling Services, west side (AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation. The Centre also has an emergency buzzer that is out of reach). This area also has a BC Biomedical Laboratory, and contains an accessible washroom available to patients.

0210 – Science Al!ve, southeast corner (lever push handle).

0300 – Career Services, south side, slightly west. The reception desk is high but easily accessible from the side, all other areas have movable desks and chairs (doors left open).

0400-0499 - Archives, east side, high reception counter (wide corridor, round doorknob).

1000 level

1010B – SFU Bookstore, west side, entrance open only during the opening weeks of each new semester for purchasing textbooks. This is also the area where buybacks and book returns occur. During times when the entrance is locked, disabled students can press a push button next to the door to activate an alarm, which notifies the staff inside. Due to the fact that the upper levels (where the cashiers are located), cannot be accessed from within the Bookstore, the policy for purchasing textbooks is as follows: once the student has selected their textbooks, they give them to a staff member, exit this level and meet up with the staff member on the 2000 level to pay for their books.

1100 - Co-operative Education Centre, west side, slightly south (lever push door, often left open). Contains a lower counter on the side of the reception desk.

1150 - Student Programming Office, south side, slightly west, includes services for Orientations, a Volunteer entre, and Of campus Housing. Some of the job postings on the boards are pinned up high, making it difficult to read if the print is small. Students with disabilities are encouraged to use the computer workstation, which contain the same information that is posted on the boards.

1200 – Internal Cooperation General Office, south side, centrally located (door left open). This is the centre for international and exchange student services.

1250 - Centre for Accessible Learning, south side, centrally located (AUTOMATIC DOOR with motion sensor activation.) This centre provides
services for students with disabilities and is completely accessible with plenty of maneuvering room. Services are provided to assist physically or psychologically challenged individuals, and special equipment is also available to assist students who are visually impaired. The Centre contains the offices of the Director, the Learning Specialist and the Disability Services Officer.

1411 - **Cashier's Office**, south side, end of east corridor. This office receives payments of tuition fees and other financial services. A priority counter is available for students on wheelchairs or scooters.

1450 – **Staff Lounge**, centrally located, south of Disability Centre (door left open). Spacious area with adequate maneuvering room next to the movable tables and chairs, however kitchen appliances, such as the microwave and sink may be too high to reach. It also contains a storage room inside with very limited maneuvering room.

1470 – **Interfaith Centre**, south side, centrally located (round doorknob, door left open). Contains offices and meeting rooms.

1480 – **SIMS Project**, south side, slightly west (lever pull door, held open). Contains offices.

1500 – **First Nations Resource Centre**, north side, slightly to the east (glass doors held open).

**2000 level**

**SFU Bookstore**, northwest corner, narrow cashier aisles near the open entrance. This level is devoted to stationery, snacks, and clothing goods. Other levels of the library can only be accessed by leaving the particular level and taking the elevator in the MBC. The main entrance into the 1000 level, which contains course textbooks, is inaccessible due to stairs.

**200 - The Peak**, north side, slightly east, campus student newspaper (located between two sets of **AUTOMATIC DOORS** with push button activation, there are two set of lever pull doors into the corridor where the office is located (pull doors)).

**201 - Forum Chambers**, north side, slightly east, next to The Peak. This room must be booked through the Student Society and is used for holding seminars and clubs meetings.

**2000 - Microcomputer Store**, northwest corner, near underground parking lot (doors left open). This is a small store that sells computer hardware and software. There may not be adequate maneuvering room between the aisles for larger wheelchairs or scooters.

**2200 – Enchant**, centrally located, west side, next to SFU Bookstore. This is a small store, with very limited maneuvering room (door left open). It sells clothing, jewelry, accessories, paintings, etc.
2205 - Ombuds Office, centrally located, west side. Entrance into the room, which is located at the end of a small hallway, is through a heavy pull door between SFSS Executive Office and Enchant.

2212 - Graduate Student Lounge, centrally located, west side. Entrance into the room, which is located at the end of a small hallway, is through a heavy pull door between SFSS Executive Office and Enchant. The lounge is spacious with coffee tables and couches.

2220 - SFSS Executive Office, west side, slightly south (lever push door, which is generally kept closed).

2234 – University Relations / Student Union Office, west side, slightly south (lever push door).

2240 – Quad Buybacks, south side, slightly west (level push door, left open during weeks where the buyback of textbooks occur).

2250 – Simon Fraser Student Society General Office, south side, centrally located (lever push door, accessible reception counter).

2260 - Quad Books and SFSS Print Shop, south side, slightly east (door left open). The store has narrow aisles that can be cramped if there are many students inside, particularly during the opening weeks of each semester. The store policy requires that students leave their bag at the front, near the entrance, making that area completely inaccessible. Supplies and textbooks on the upper shelves are not accessible. The Print Shop is located at the back of the store, and has a high counter.

2270B - Travel Cuts, south side, east end, across from Koya Japan (doors held wide open). This student travel agency is very spacious and has low service counters.

3000 level

SFU Bookstore, northwest corner, immediately west of main entrance. This level sells books, magazines and newspapers, however those placed on the top and lower shelves may be difficult to reach. Other levels of the bookstore can only be accessed by leaving the particular level and taking the elevator in the MBC.

Office of the Registrar, southeast corner, large open area. The General Inquiries area provides an accessible counter for students with disabilities.

Undergraduate Admissions and Student Recruitment and Advising, southeast corners, low counters.

Academic Information Kiosk, southeast corner, open area. There is one accessible computer station with a lowered counter. These are self-
serve computer kiosks, where students can print unofficial transcripts and statements of tuition fee amounts. During the opening weeks of each semester, these computer stations are high in demand and ropes are set up for students to line-up behind. These ropes create limited maneuvering room, making the line-up inaccessible for some.

**Student Resources Library**, southeast corner, open area, with limited maneuvering room due to arrangement of chairs. This area contains information regarding student loans, scholarships and bursaries.

**3105 – Campus Community Services Office / Dean of Student Services Senate Secretarial Systems**, centrally located, west side (pull handle).

**3901 – Simon Fraser Student Society Arcade**, northwest corner, below the Higher Grounds coffee shop (*NOT ACCESSIBLE*, due to stairs).

**CAFETERIA SERVICES**

2000 level:

*Atrium Cafeteria*, north side, down east corridor (wide open entrance way). The condiment kiosk is high and may be difficult to reach.

*Koya Japan and Mr. Sub*, shelved foods are a little high, but there is restaurant staff available for assistance.

3000 level:

*Higher Grounds*, north side, east end (open entrance way). This is a small coffee and snack shop, with limited maneuvering room, particularly around the tables. The service counter and condiment kiosks are high and difficult to reach. It sells coffee, cold beverages, sandwiches and baked goods.

**MISCELLANEOUS**

**BANK MACHINES**

2000 and 3000 level:

Both are identical and centrally located, on the east side, next to the washroom hallway. They are lowered and completely accessible.

**COURSE OUTLINE HOLDERS**

0000 level

Near central elevators. The top two rows are inaccessible.
Maggie Benston Centre
0000 level
SFU Theatre Main Entrance

SFU Theatre
SFU THEATRE

The SFU Theatre houses professional and student productions in dance, theatre, music and other performing arts. This building has two levels and no elevators. The only way to access each level is through their exterior entrances. This section also includes Studio II, which is not directly attached to the Theatre, but is considered a part of the theatre complex. When planning to attend a show, it is best to make pre-arrangements, so staff can designate an area for wheelchairs by the first row, off to the side of the stage.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

Main level:

North side, from Convocation Mall, just east of Highland Pub (very heavy, narrow pull doors, both doors may need to be opened).

South side. The easiest access is through the southeast entrance, near the Atrium Cafeteria on the 2000 level of the Maggie Benston Centre, which has an external ramp on the east side of the building leading down to the pavement. There is another ramp that leads up into the SFU Theatre’s south entrance (heavy narrow pull doors with high handles).

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

This is an independent building.

HALLWAYS

All hallways are level and provide adequate maneuvering room.
ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

None. The nearest accessible washrooms are in the Maggie Benston Centre.

ROOMS

SPECIAL ROOMS

Main level:

The Theatre, north side, immediately after the exterior entrance. At the entrance to the Theatre, there are two sets of heavy pull doors, the first of which is held open during performances. Accessible seating is available at the far east and west sides, but may impede the traffic flow at the back doors.

Stage, south side, down hallway just west of the south entrance (two sets of heavy pull doors, the first of which is usually held open).

West Lobby & East Lobby, west and east sides of the Theatre, respectively. This is a spacious open area that is accessible only from the south entrances.

201 - Scene Shop, south end.

211 – Theatre Management Office, west side, south end.

Basement level:

This level is NOT ACCESSIBLE due to stairs. The rooms in the Basement include the Electronic Music Studio, Dance Studio, Video Studio, Green Room, Computer Lab and Dressing Rooms.

OUTDOOR AREAS

Costume Shop, south side, slightly east (NOT ACCESSIBLE, due to stairs).

Studio II, portable just southwest of the theatre (ramp leading to clasp pull door at entrance).
Strand Hall

Strand Hall North Entrance

Strand Hall
STRAND HALL

Strand Hall is a four level administration building, just east of the Academic Quadrangle. Offices in this building include the President and Vice-Presidents, Human Resources, Research Services, Employment Equity, and Media and Public Relations.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

2000 level:

South side, centrally located, from the main walk that runs from the AQ Gardens to the bus loop (AUTOMATIC DOOR with motion sensor activation).

North side, centrally located, from C-Lot Parking (heavy pull doors).

East side (heavy pull handle).

Ground level:

North side, west end, for northeast corner of the AQ, enters directly in front of the elevator (door left open).

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

Strand Hall is an independent building.

HALLWAYS

All hallways are level and provide adequate maneuvering room.
ELEVATORS

011 - south side, west end. Goes to level G, 1, 2 and 3.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

3000 level:

WOMEN’S & MEN’S 314, south side, slightly west (lever push handle, high mirror).

2000 level:

WOMEN’S 224 / MEN’S 227, east side, slightly south (heavy pull door). The toilet uses a plastic seat riser.

ROOMS

SPECIAL ROOMS

1000 level:

1001 – Academic Computing Services, main corridor, slightly east, provides help with SFU computer accounts (entrance door held open, and most rooms inside use doorknobs). Some of the computer help-sheets are quite high but are also available online at <http://www.sfu.ca/acs/howtos>.

1022 – Telematics Research Lab, main corridor, north side (round doorknob).

1066 - Operations and Technical Support, main corridor, centrally located. This is the location to acquire a SFU computer account (door held open, but has a high service counter).

2000 level:

2100 – Office of Research Services and University / Industry Liaison Office, main corridor, west side (pull door at exterior north and south entrances, AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation from interior south exit).

2118 – University Advancement, main corridor, west end (two sets of pull doors).

2170 - Human Resources, main corridor, east side.

2200 – Media and Public Relations, south side, slightly west, has a high reception desk (pull door entrance, with lever push doors on offices inside).
2300 – Analytic Studies Ceremonies and Events, south side, west end, high reception desk (door held open).

3000 level:

3200 – President Board of Governor Ceremonies, north side, east end (AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation from interior exit).

3200 - Employment Equity Office, north side, east end, located inside the President’s office.

3171 – Klaus Rieckhoff Hall, north side, east end. This is the events conference and meeting room. It has a large oval table with movable chairs on the side.

3000 – Vice President, Finance and Administration, Department of Financial Services, north side, west end, high reception counter (door held open).

321 – Staff Lounge, south side, slightly east (door left open).
Transportation Centre
TRANSPORTATION CENTRE (TC)

This building is a collection of scattered offices in a three-level area. It lies over the main road into the campus between the West Mall Complex in the west and Convocation Mall in the east. The ground floor has the Campus Security office and a bus loop sheltered by an underpass. The other three floors contain the Rotunda and several student and university organizations, including Traffic and Parking, CJSF Student Radio Station, SFPRIG, Out on Campus and the Women’s Centre.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

The ground level is essentially an open area.

2000 level:

There is no main entrance, rather offices are scattered throughout this level as all the offices have exterior access (set of heavy narrow pull doors at the northeast entrance).

3000 level:

Southeast corner. Connecting to south walkway from Convocation Mall (AUTOMATIC DOOR with motion sensor activation).

Southwest corner. Connecting to south walkway from West Mall Complex and Chancellor’s Gymnasium (AUTOMATIC DOOR with motion sensor activation).

North side, leading into the walkway between the West Mall Complex and Convocation Mall (open walkway).

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

The closest building is the WEST MALL COMPLEX to the west and CONVOCATION MALL to the east.
HALLWAYS

Both the interior corridors and the exterior walkways are wide and level.

ELEVATOR

003-1, south side, east end. Goes to levels G, 2 and 3. It is practical for individuals who are dropped off near Campus Security and Information.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

3000 level:

WOMEN’S 325, east end, facing south walkway / MEN’S 311, east end, facing north walkway. The washrooms are not part of the main building on this level, rather in an area behind the main set of stairs (push door and tight corner at entrance would make it inaccessible for some. The paper towel dispenser is high).

ROOMS

Ground level:

Campus Security and Information Centre, south side, centrally located when entering the campus by car. The entrance on the east and west sides of the building is NOT ACCESSIBLE, due to stairs. Services offered include, Traffic Enforcement, Lost and Found, Campus Student Patrol and Access Card. To access these services, it is best to call Patrol Operations or Information at 604-291-3100, and for emergencies to call 604-291-4500. For immediate dispatch on campus, use the blue intercom (available near the Wheelchair Drop-Off Zone on the east side of the Transportation Centre and on the north end of Strand Hall). Also available are red emergency phones, which are located throughout campus, and pay phones that have the “security” button available on them. Campus Security also provides the campus Safe Walk Program, in addition to assistance for general mobility difficulties and first aid attendance for minor cuts, scrapes or bruises. It is best to contact Campus Security for all emergencies, including medical emergencies. *See back of guide for a complete listing of Emergency Telephone Locations

Translink Bus Stops, north side, centrally located (slight slope when making decent to Bay 1, located on the west side). For information about accessible bus routes, consult the section of the guide entitled, “Bus Loop.”

1000 level:

1300 - Campus Security General Office, south side, west corner, near to swimming pool (double pull doors with high handles, and a high reception counter).

2000 level:

CJSF Student Radio Station, south walkway, slightly east (pull door with high handles). This small area is fairly cramped inside and has restricted maneuverability.
Health Research Centre CIHR / IRSC, IHRE, west side. Entrances are located off of the north and south walkways (heavy pull doors lead into the main corridor, lever turn handles are used into the offices). The main corridor is wide and spacious, and offices have adequate maneuvering room.

2800 - Institute for Health Research and Education (lever pull handle).

2805 – Institute of Nutrition, Metabolism and Diabetics CIHR / IRSC (lever pull handle).

216 - Recreational Services and Athletic Department - north walkway, east end (two sets of heavy pull doors). Contains coach’s offices and has a high reception desk on the east end.

3000 level:

Rotunda, north entrance (push doors) and east and west entrances on south corridor (AUTOMATIC DOORS with infrared activation). Large student lounge that surrounds a cylindrical window topped with a dome. Contains narrow ramps with awkward turns.

314 - Out on Campus, northeast corner (exterior AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation, and an interior door with a round doorknob). This is the gay and lesbian centre.

317 – Association for Students of African Descent, south corridor, west end (round doorknob).

326 - Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPRIG), south corridor, east end (round doorknob, the far east door is usually left open).

3012 - Women’s Centre, north walkway, west end (exterior AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation and interior lever pull door). This 24-hour lounge is restricted to women, transgendered and intersex women. However, kitchen appliances are high and may not be accessible for all.

3108 - First Nations Student Association Common Room, northeast corner, near elevator (round doorknob).

3112 – First Nations Student Association Study Room, northeast corner, near elevator (round doorknob).

3110 – Campus Security Parking Services, north walkway, west end, located between the two sets of automatic doors leading into the West Mall Complex (pull door).
W.A.C. Bennett Library

Exterior of Library
W.A.C. BENNETT LIBRARY

The library is a seven floor building centrally located on the campus, on the north side of Convocation Mall. The library houses almost two million different items, including books, journals, maps and tapes. Visitors are welcome to make use of the collection on the premises and books may be borrowed by non-SFU persons through arrangements with local municipal libraries. SFU students have borrowing privileges upon presentation of their updated student card.

It is important to note that the top two or three rows and the bottom row of shelving in the library are inaccessible. This is the case for the regular shelved books and journals on levels 1, 4, 5 and 6. It is best to seek the assistance of library staff.

EXTERIOR ACCESS
Note: there is only one entrance and exit to the Library.

Level 3 (Mall Level):

South side, centrally located by Convocation Mall (two sets of AUTOMATIC DOORS, the outer door with motion sensor activation, and the inner with push button activation). There is a slight ramp from the first door to the second. Once through the doorways, there is an accessible push gate to the left of the rotating barricades.

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

This is an independent building.
HALLWAYS

On levels 1, 2, 3 and 7, the hallways are level and provide adequate maneuvering room. Aisles between bookshelves on levels 4, 5 and 6 are accessible, but are very narrow and difficult to maneuver around the corners.

ELEVATORS

004-7 / 004-8 – southeast side, side-by-side elevators. Goes to levels 1 to 7.

004-4 / 004-1 – southwest side, side-by-side elevators. Goes to levels 1 to 7.

004-3 – northeast side. Goes to levels 1 to 6. Level 7 goes directly into Library Processing, and can only be accessed by staff members with an access key.

004-2 – northwest side. Goes to levels 1 to 7.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

Level 2:

WOMEN’S 207, northwest side / MEN’S 208, southeast side (heavy push door, followed by a narrow entranceway).

Level 3:

WOMEN’S 307, northwest side / MEN’S 305, southeast side (push doors followed by a narrow entranceway).

Level 4:

WOMEN’S AND MEN’S 405, west end (heavy lever push door).

WOMEN’S 409, northeast side / MEN’S 410, southeast side (heavy push doors).

Level 6:

WOMEN’S 612, southwest side / MEN’S 606, northwest side (heavy round doorknob).

WOMEN’S 608, northeast side / MEN’S 610, southeast side (push door, low toilet seat).

Level 7:

WOMEN’S AND MEN’S 723, north side, slightly east (heavy lever push door).
ROOMS
Some areas in the library have no room boundaries, only segregated sections.

SPECIAL AREAS

Level 1:

David See-Chai Lam Graduate Research Centre, south and east sections (narrow aisles, with top and bottom shelves that are difficult to reach).

Level 2:

Word Station, southwest section. This public lab contains IBM PC’s and iMacs that are available to SFU students for word processing, email and course work. A printing console is centrally located on this floor, however the card dispenser machine is too high. There is a lowered printing station located in the northeast corner, with a lower card reader. The telephone for MCF Help Desk, Emergency Medical Assistance and Campus Security is also too high.

Audio, Video and Laptop Carrels, northwest section. This section is available for listening to lecture tapes.

Group Study Area, northeast section (heavy pull door). This is an open area with tables and carrels.

Group Study Rooms, southeast section (heavy pull door leading to the area). The individual rooms contain movable tables and chairs, however the four person rooms are fairly small and have limited maneuvering room (lever turn handles). These rooms must be pre-booked through the library homepage.

Level 3:

Check out counter, southwest area, immediately left of library entrance.

Reserves section, southwest corner, next to check out counter (push gate). This is the area where required reading materials for courses are located. The easiest access into this area is through the exit way in front of the Reserves check out counter. Four computer terminals are provided, but are NOT ACCESSIBLE due to their height. However, the Reserve Menu can be accessed from any computer station in the library.

Computer kiosks – centrally located. Available for library and online research, however the printing station is high and assistance may be required. One computer station, with an adaptive computer and scanner specially designated for disabled students, is located west of the Reference desk.

Interlibrary Loans Counter, northwest corner (high counter).
**Reference Collection**, north side, with a Reference help desk centrally located.

Level 4:
Majority of this level is devoted to shelved books.

**4009 – Library Instructional Lab**, centrally located. This lab contains PC’s for library sessions and public student use (four entrance doors usually left open, narrow doorway).

Level 5:
Majority of this level is devoted to shelved books.

**Computer kiosks** - centrally located (open area).

**5101 - Fine Arts Room**, centrally located, slightly west (heavy push doors, usually held open).

**5102 – Silent Study Room**, east end (doors held open). Adequate maneuvering room between aisles of carrels, but it is best to sit at the ends to avoid blocking the walkways.

Level 6:
Majority of this level is devoted to bound journals.

**Periodical Room**, north side, slightly west. The aisles are narrow, with tight corners.

**Microfiche, Microfilm and Infotrac Machines**, southwest corner. Some machines are low and may not be accessible for all. It is difficult to access the lower cabinets containing Microfiche.

Level 7

**7000 – Map Collection and Research Data Library**, south side, east end (doors held open). Difficult to access lower cabinets.

**7100 - Special Collections and Rare Books**, south side, centrally located (pull doors).

**7200 – Library Committee Room**, south side, slightly west (round doorknob).

**7300 - Library Management Room**, south side, west end (doors held open).

**7700 - Library Processing Division Serials-Monographs**, northeast side (doors held open).
MISCELLANEOUS

PHOTOCOPIERS
Most photocopiers in the library are not accessible. Lowered photocopiers can be found in the following areas:

Level 1:

Southwest corner of the David See-Chai Lam Research Centre reception area, located near the 004-7 and 004-8 elevators.

Level 3:

Southwest corner, inside the Reserves section.

East end, pass the staircase.

Level 6:

North side, centrally located near the entrance to the Periodical Room.

BOOK RETURN CONSOLE

Level 3:

General Books, centrally located on the mall level (3rd floor), next to the computer kiosks.

Reserves, southwest side, next to the Reserves check out counter.

CARD DISPENSER MACHINES

Photocopier cards:

Level 3: Centrally located, southwest corner of computer kiosks.

Level 5: Centrally located, next to the photocopiers.

Computer printing cards:

Level 2: Centrally located, next to the printers.
Residence and Housing
RESIDENCE AND HOUSING

For students with disabilities, living in residence is a great way to avoid the hassles of transportation. Students with disabilities have first priority in getting rooms in residence. Some buildings, such as Madge Hogarth House and the townhouses are not accessible. Madge Hogarth House, the women’s only dormitory (north of Visitor’s Parking), has a spacious lobby on the ground floor, however its living conditions are unsuitable for disabled persons. All townhouses (far west end of campus) contain stairs and lips on the doorway that make it completely inaccessible.

SHELL HOUSE
This residence does not have accommodations for students with disabilities, but the main offices of the residence administration are located here.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

200 level (ground floor)

West side, centrally located (narrow pull doors).

Basement, long ramp located at the southeast corner that leads to the back entrance of the building (pull doors, usually locked).

WASHROOMS

WOMEN’S 139 / MEN’S 138, basement level, east corridor, centrally located (high pull handle).
ROOMS

226 - Residence General Office, south side, slightly west. Offices have limited maneuvering room and the reception counter is high, but a flip-up counter is provided.

238 – Office of Assistant Director of Residence Life, east side, south end (door left open).

239 – Office of Residence Life Services Coordinator, east side, south end (door left open).

Basement, area designated for large gatherings and dances.

MCTAGGART-COWAN HALL
This four-story building is a co-ed, dormitory style residence. This building is for undergraduates and houses mainly first and second year students.

The ground floor is on the 2nd level. Each level is divided into three sections, labeled A, B, C from the west to east side of the building. For example, if one lives on the ground floor at the east end, they live in section 2C (pull door).

EXTERIOR ACCESS is via a long zigzag ramp on the north side. There is one entrance that is slightly east and another that is slightly west (pull doors). Staff can provide disabled students with a remote to open both doors.

ELEVATOR, centrally located in the east foyer. Goes to levels 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ROOMS
There are two rooms on the east and west ends of the building that are considered disability priority rooms. These rooms are slightly wider and longer than a regular dormitory and have lever door handles. However, they are still quite small and may not be accessible for all. Special accommodations can be made, such as replacing bookshelves and cupboards with lower ones. It is not an ideal room for accessibility, but better then regular dormitories.

Each section has its own communal kitchen with several stoves, sinks, and appliances, which may not be accessible, due to their height. The kitchens are fairly large, but depending on the placement of furniture, there may be limited maneuvering room. There is one large wheelchair bathroom per section, which contains an accessible toilet, mirror, sink and bathtub. The bathtub has grab bars, but may not be entirely safe for all.

There are communal lounges between each of the sections, each of which has its own designated function such as TV room, games room or study lounge. The basement has a coin laundry facility, but the washers and dryers are high and may be difficult to reach.
HAMilton hall
This is a four-storey, co-ed, studio apartment residence set aside for graduate students.

EXTERIOR ACCESS. There is a long, steep path that slopes down to this building connecting it to the campus. The main entrance is through pull doors, on the north side, centrally located.

ELEVATOR, centrally located. Goes to levels 1 (ground floor), 2, 3 and 4. The elevator is fairly small and may be a tight fit for some.

ROOMS
There is one disability-priority residence at each end of the building on levels 1 and 2. The studio apartments are spacious and have their own kitchens and bathrooms. The kitchen counter is quite high and many of the cupboards are out of reach. Overall, it has easier accessibility than McTaggart-Cowan Hall.

This building has one large common room on the ground floor and one smaller common room on each of the other floors (pull doors). Coin laundry facilities are also available on the ground floor, but the washers and dryers are high and may be difficult to reach.

LOUIS RIEL HOUSE
This residence is an eight-story apartment building that houses individuals, couples and families. Unlike the other residences, which are rented to students on an 8 month or yearly basis, Louis Riel allows longer stays: 8 semesters (4 years) for a single student and 12 semesters (6 years) for a couple or family.

This residence is currently the best in terms of accessibility for housing students with disabilities. Because of the more permanent living arrangements in Louis Riel, staff are willing to modify the rooms to meet the specific needs of disabled students. It is best to register with the Centre for Accessible Learning to determine the appropriate accommodations that must be made. Notice must be given in advance to allow time for modifications to be made.

EXTERIOR ENTRANCE

4th Floor, north side, centrally located.

5th Floor, east end.
ELEVATORS
Note: No elevator goes directly from levels 1-8. The elevators are fairly small and may be a tight fit for some.

West side. Goes to levels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

East side. Goes to levels 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

ROOMS
Rooms are reasonably spacious, however typical bathrooms are not accessible and most doors are heavy. However, staff can provide disabled students with a remote to open the main doors.

EVENTS LOCATION IN RESIDENCE
To create a sense of community in Residence, many events are offered each year to bring students together. Majority of the events are located in areas that are accessible for students with disabilities. However, the following locations of some of the larger events are not accessible.

Shell TV Lounge, for meetings and speakers, (NOT ACCESSIBLE, due to stairs).

Madge TV Lounge, small gatherings such as Talent Night (NOT ACCESSIBLE, due to stairs).
Parking

B-Lot Parking

Parking Attendant Booth
PARKING

There are two types of designated accessible parking on campus. There are spaces that are closer to the campus buildings but are the same width as a regular parking space (10 feet) and there are spaces that are slightly wider (12 feet). Accessible Parking Lots are typically located near elevators or walkways. For information about obtaining a disabled parking permit, contact SFU Parking Services.

WHEELCHAIR DROP-OFF ZONE

It is recommended that drivers transporting persons with disabilities drop them off at designated wheelchair zones first, before parking their vehicle in a regular lot. Thus, they can avoid searching for an accessible parking lot.

ACADEMIC QUADRANGLE

East side, north end of AQ. There is a steep paved walkway from C-Lot Parking, down to the AQ 3000 level. This is a wide space, frequently used by DandyDART for drop-offs.

TRANSPORTATION CENTRE

Immediately east of Campus Security and Information. There is also a blue information intercom for general direction and parking inquiries.

Immediately west of Campus Security & Information.

RESIDENCE PARKING

15-minute drop-off zones located throughout Residence Parking, typically at the ends of the lots. For more information, contact Residence and Housing.
PARKING LOTS

B-LOT
Southeast corner of the campus, just east of the Applied Science Building.

RESERVED, 22 spaces at B32, west side, centrally located, across from Applied Science Building, 4 wide width spaces, and 18 standard width spaces.

VISITOR, 2 wide spaces at the northwest corner of the lot, near the Bus Loop.

C-LOT
Northeast corner of the campus, north of Strand Hall and east of Multi-Purpose Complex.

RESERVED, 30 spaces at C21, southwest corner, near MPX, 4 wide width spaces: #1-4, and 26 standard width spaces: #5-30.

VISITORS, 1 standard width space (southwest corner, near Multi-purpose Complex).

E-LOT
East side of the campus, immediately east of Strand Hall.

RESERVED, 1 standard width space: #1 (west side) and 2 wide width spaces: #2, 3 (south side).

CONVOCATION MALL PARKING
When coming to campus via Gaglardi Way, take the east fork at Campus Security and Information. This underground parkade is located on the right side.

Lower level 08:
RESERVED, 4 wide spaces: #147 (south side, centrally located), 159 (south side, slightly east), 13 (north side, slightly east), 42 (north side, slightly west). The entrance/exit routes are accessible but cumbersome for wheelchairs and scooters. No elevators are located nearby.

Upper level 09:
RESERVED, 10 wide spaces: #352-366 (south side, west end), however lot 366 is held for guests of special events. 1 standard width space: #193 (north side, west end). The entrance/exit routes are via the Maggie Benston Centre or Transportation Centre elevator.

VISITOR, 3 wide spaces: #337, 338 (south side, centrally located), 326 (south side, slightly east).
WEST MALL PARKING
When coming to campus via Gaglardi Way, take the west fork at Campus Security and Information. This underground parkade is located on the left side.

Level 6:
RESERVED, 9 wide spaces: #6135, 6142, 6127, 6126, 6251, 6246, 6244, 6233, 6210. 2 standard width spaces for individuals who are not on wheelchairs, but have problems with walking distances: #6059, 6057. For these two later spaces, there is one step up to the elevator.

Level 7:
RESERVED, 4 wide spaces: #7029, 7031, 7080, 7082. These spaces are used only after the parking spaces in Level 8 of the West Mall Parking are filled. The exit/entrance is via the West Mall Complex of the Chancellor’s Gymnasium elevator.

Level 8:
RESERVED, 4 wide spaces: #8022, 8024, 8098, 8099. The exit/entrance is via the West Mall Complex or the Chancellor’s Gymnasium elevator.

VISITORS PARKADE
Entrance to this parkade is on the south side of University Drive West.

Bottom Level (equivalent to West Mall Parking Level 6):
VISITOR, 2 wide spaces: #4, 6 (north side, east end).

Middle Level (equivalent to West Mall Parking Level 7):
VISITOR, 1 standard width space: #181 (south side, centrally located) and 2 wide width spaces: 206 (south side, west end), 240 (north side, west end).

Upper Level (equivalent to 3000 level WMX):
VISITOR, 2 wide width spaces: #419 (north side, east end), 426 (south side, east end).

DIAMOND UNIVERSITY CENTRE PARKING
Parking is available along the side of the road, in front of the restaurant, which is located at the north end of the campus, north of Robert C. Brown Hall.

VISITOR, 1 standard width space, near entrance of the club.

SFU THEATRE PARKING
This is a temporary lot, assigned only for students who been assigned a studio permit.

RESERVED, 1 standard width space, southeast of the Maggie Benston Centre, near the back entrance of the Theatre.
RESIDENCE PARKING
These lots are available for people living in Residence only. The lots are located on the northwest side of campus, centrally located in the residence area. Access to the parking is via University Drive west.

**Main Residence Lot:**
RESERVED, 3 standard width spaces, northeast corner, near Childcare Centre:
#80, 169, 188.

**Hamilton Hall Lot:**
Currently not in use.
Campus Parking Area Map
Harbour Centre
Campus

Harbour Centre Mall, off the corner of Hastings and Seymour

Main Entrance from Hastings Street
Harbour Centre
HARBOUR CENTRE  (Spencer Building)
515 West Hastings.

Harbour Centre, the downtown campus, is located in the 500 block of West Hastings. On the west side of the building is an office tower and Harbour Centre Mall. The SFU Bookstore is located on the upper mall level along with other local shops.

The campus consists of five floors (the lower concourse/upper mall, main concourse, upper concourse/second floor, fifth floor and seventh floor). Overall, the campus is accessible, with the exception of the library, which is difficult to access and to maneuver.

Note: The 7th floor, The Time, Innovation, Management, Entrepreneurship (T.I.M.E.) Centre, is accessible only via the elevators.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

Main Concourse:

The main entrance is located on the south side of the building, off of Hastings Street (Accessible with ramp and AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation).

Harbour Centre Mall entrance, southwest end (AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation – a small red button).

Lower Concourse:

Street Level (A) entrance into Harbour Centre Mall, from the southwest corner of Richards and Cordova Street (high push door followed by a ramp). However, the door is locked after the Mall closes at 6:00 pm.

Cordova Street, near the entrance on Richards Street into the Lower Mall food court (AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation followed by a ramp).

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

Lower Concourse:

HARBOUR CENTRE MALL, southwest corner, exterior of the main entrance (pull door).

ELEVATORS

SFU elevators, two are centrally located, side-by-side, in the east corridor of the building.
North elevator. Goes to UM (or Mall level), M (or Street level), 5 and 7. There is no second floor access.

South elevator. Goes to UM, M, 2, 5 and 7.

Spencer elevators, east side, access from exterior Richards Street entrance. Goes to M, 5 and 7.

Tower elevators, centrally located in the Harbour Centre Mall. Goes to P2, P1, LM (Food Court), UM (Lower Concourse), and L (Main Concourse). In LM and UM, the elevator is situated in a small room (AUTOMATIC DOORS with push button activation). They contain a high emergency phone and the elevators shut down, when the Mall closes at 6:00 pm.

HALLWAYS

The hallways have sufficient room for maneuverability. Majority of the hallways are open, however some corridors have an AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS

All washrooms have lever push doors, except where noted.

Lower Concourse:

WOMEN'S / MEN'S, east corridor, slightly south, opposite the elevators.

Main Concourse:

WOMEN'S & MEN'S 1364, east corridor, north end (heavy lever push handle).

WOMEN'S & MEN'S 1560, south corridor, west end, past BC Gas Trans Mountain Pipeline Cinema (lever push handle).

2nd level:

WOMEN'S 2180 / MEN'S 2190, east corridor, south end (two push doors, one after the other).

WOMEN'S & MEN'S 2918, south corridor, slightly west, next to Geraldine and Tong Louie Human Performance Centre (lever pull door). Contains a wheelchair wheel-in shower and an accessible toilet.

5th level:

WOMEN'S & MEN'S, north end, east side (push door).
7th level:

**WOMEN’S & MEN’S 7085**, north end, slightly east (big lever push handle). The inadequate maneuvering room would make it inaccessible for some.

**ROOMS**

Harbour Centre has lecture halls, classrooms, offices and labs.

**THEATRES**
All theatres have tiered seating and a presentation area, to accommodate a wide range of events.

Main Concourse:

1700 – **Labatt Hall**, west side, off of the south corridor (ramp, heavy lever pull handle). It is best to sit at the front, off to the side.

1800 – **BC Gas Trans Mountain Pipe Line Cinema**, west side, off of the south corridor (ramp, lever turn handle). It is best to sit at the front, off to the side, where a small table is available at the bottom.

1900 – **Fletcher Challenge Canada Theatre**, centrally located, west side (ramp leading to door, located on the northeast end of the room). It is best to sit at the front. A lift is available for transporting individuals on wheelchairs or scooters on stage, during award ceremonies or special presentations. However, the door is not wide enough for the lift to fit through and it is very difficult to bring the lift in from alternate entrances. The lift itself is large and cumbersome.

**CLASSROOMS**
Classrooms accommodate groups of moderate size and are set with rows of movable tables. It is best to sit at the back or on the side near the entrance. In the event that there is insufficient maneuvering room by the entrance or along the aisles, furniture can be rearranged.

Main Concourse:

1520 – **Placier Dome Lecture Room**, west end, slightly south (lever pull handle).

1530 – **Canadian Pacific Limited Lecture Room**, southwest corner (lever pull handle). There is insufficient maneuvering room at the entrance, but furniture can be rearranged.

1325 – **Axa Pacific Conference Room**, east side, north end (lever pull handle).

1315 – **Scotiabank Lecture Room**, east side, north end (lever pull handle).
2nd level:

2245 – McCarthy Tétrault Lecture Room, east side, south end (lever pull door).

SEMINAR ROOMS
Seminar Rooms hold between 12 and 25 people and tables are arranged in a hollow square formation. In many seminar rooms there is inadequate maneuvering room on the sides, leaving only the side near the entrance accessible. It is best to sit at the back corners or at the side near the entrance.

Lower Concourse:

101 – Conference Room, west side, centrally located (lever pull door).

200 – Conference Room, west side, centrally located (heavy pull lever).

400 – Conference Room, south side, centrally located (heavy pull lever). This room is set in a hollow rectangular formation.

Main Concourse:

1500 – Xerox Conference Room, northwest corner (lever pull handle).

1505 – CIBC Lecture Room, northwest corner (lever pull handle).

1510 – Tree Island Industries Conference Room, west end, slightly north (lever pull handle).

1525 – Scotia McLeod Conference Room (lever pull handle), west end, slightly south.

1535 – Fasken Martineau DuMoulin Seminar Room, west end, south side (lever pull handle).

2nd level:

2260 – Seaboard Life Seminar Room, east side, south end (lever pull door).

2280 – Grosvenor International Conference Room, centrally located, west side (lever pull door). This room contains various Apple computers, and has a high printer.

2290 – West Fraser Timber Conference Room, centrally located, slightly northwest (lever pull door).

2925 – Hemlock Printer Seminar Room, southwest corner (lever pull door).

POLICY ROOM / INTERACTIVE LECTURE ROOMS
These rooms feature tiered seating set in a semi-circle, designed for dialogue. There is space at the bottom, next to the desks but it impedes the stairwell.
Main Concourse:

1415 – Cominco Policy Room, west side, north end (ramp and door). This is a new room, which has two designated desks with elevated counters at the front. However, the counters are high and may not be accessible for all.

1425 – Repap Policy Room, west side, north end (ramp and door). This is an old room, which has movable chairs at the bottom. However, it has inadequate space between the aisles to fit a wheelchair or scooter and it may also be difficult to see the screen from the bottom.

1600 – Canfor Policy Room, west side, south end (lever pull handle). This is an old room, which has movable chairs at the bottom. However, it has inadequate space between the aisles to fit a wheelchair or scooter and it may also be difficult to see the screen from the bottom.

2nd level:

2270 – Saunder Industries Policy Room, centrally located, slightly west (lever pull door). This is a new room, which has two designated desks with elevated counters at the front. However, the counters are high and may not be accessible for all.

7th level:

7000 – Earl and Jennie Lohn Policy Room, east corridor, centrally located (lever push door). This is a new room, which has two designated desks with elevated counters at the front. However, the counters are high and may not be accessible for all.

BOARDROOMS
All boardrooms have fixed tables arranged in various formations and executive-style high-backed chairs. They are large rooms and have plenty of maneuvering room on the sides and near the entrance. It is usually best to sit in the back corners.

2nd floor:

2050 – Alan and Margaret Eyre Board Room, northeast corner (double wide doors, with lever push handle). It contains a large rectangular table.

2200 – RBC Dominion Securities Executive Meeting Room, east side, slightly north (lever pull handle). It has a hollow square formation of tables.


CONFERENCE ROOM
There is a hollow square formation with adequate maneuvering room on the sides. It is best to sit at the back corners or on the sides.
2nd floor:

2540 – Reader’s Digest Foundation of Canada Conference Room, west end, centrally located (lever pull door).

2530 – Toronto Dominion Bank Conference Room, northwest corner (lever pull door).

2520 – Morris J. and Dena Wosk Conference Room, west side, north corridor (lever pull door).

2235 – E. J. Safariksr Conference Room, east side, south end (lever pull door).

7th floor:

The Meetings Rooms on this level are smaller and have a single table placed in the middle of the room.

7480 – Meeting Room, southwest corner (lever pull handle).

7356 – Meeting Room: Tele Learning N.C.E., west corridor, south end (round doorknob).

7210 – Meeting Room, northeast corner (lever pull handle). This room is located inside room 7200.

SPECIALTY SPACES
These areas are used for meetings, lectures, exhibits and catered functions. The rooms vary in their spaces and setups.

2nd floor:

2510 – Hy Aisenstat Contemporary Arts Studio, west side, centrally located (entrance off of the north corridor). This is a large room, with tables arranged in a U-shaped formation. It is best to sit at the back.

2065 – Diamond Alumni Centre, northwest corner (narrow ramp with an awkward turn at the bottom, leading to an entrance with a lever pull handle). There is plenty of maneuvering room on the sides, with couches and chairs along the walls and a table in the middle.

2945 – Brenda and David McLean Management Studies Lab, west side, south corridor (lever pull handle). It is arranged in a hollow square formation, with plenty of space on the sides. It is best to sit in the back corners.

7th Floor:

7400 – TIME Business Centre Lounge, east corridor, south end (one door is left open). This is a spacious room, with tables, sofa, computers and a coffee
machine inside.

COMPUTER LABS

Main Concourse:

1300 – Royal Bank Instructional Computing Centre, east side, centrally located (high heavy pull handle). It has a high service counter and consists of three computer labs inside.

1310 – IBM Teaching Lab, east side, centrally located. It contains PCs with adequate maneuvering room between the aisles. It is best to sit at the ends.

1330 – Macintosh Teaching Lab, east side, centrally located. It contains PCs with adequate maneuvering space between the aisles. It is best to sit at the back end.

1340 – Public Drop-In Computer Lab, east side, centrally located. It contains PCs with adequate space between the aisles, but has a high card dispenser and photocopier.

2nd floor:

2205 – Language Lab, centrally located, east side (heavy lever pull door). It contains rows of Macintosh computers, with very limited space in between the aisles. Only the bottom row are computers are accessible.

2225 – Interaction Communication Lab, centrally located, east side (lever push handle). It has a spacious interior with a table in the middle and sofas on the side. It is used for meetings and conferences.

2960 – Mimie Koshevoy Publishing Lab, west side, south corridor (high heavy push door). It contains big screen Apple computers, with plenty of maneuvering space between the aisles, but has a high printer. It is best to sit at the back corners.

7th level:

7050 – Computer Lab: Info Tech Project Management Program, east corridor, north end (lever pull handle). It contains rows of PCs with limited space between the aisles. It is best to sit at the ends.

7060 – Computer Lab: Object Technology Program, east corridor, north end (lever pull handle). It contains rows of PCs with limited space between the aisles. It is best to sit at the ends.

SPECIAL ROOMS
Lower Concourse:

100 – Canadian Centre for Studies in Publishing, Centre for Policy Research on Science and Technology, Continuing Studies, Experimental and Constructive Mathematics, School of Communication, and School of Criminology, north side, entrance on the east end (push handle). There is a foyer area that connects into two separate rooms where the offices are contained.

300 – Health Services Medical Clinic, south side, slightly west (heavy lever push door). It has a high reception counter and limited maneuvering room in the waiting area. An accessible men’s and women’s washroom is available inside (heavy lever push door) for patients.

500 – Operations, south side, east end (narrow ramp leading to high push handle). There is a high reception counter, and there is limited maneuvering room within the individual offices.

Main Concourse:

SFU Bookstore, south side, located just outside the automatic doors on the southwest corner of Health Services (doors are left open, and the entrance is narrow). Books and supplies placed on the upper and bottom shelves are NOT ACCESSIBLE. The Bookstore is not actually located in the campus portion of Harbour Centre.

1810 – Security, south side, slightly west (door left open). This is a small room containing the attendant’s booth.

Joseph and Rosalie Segal Centre A (1400), B (1410), C (1420) and D (1430), west side, north end (heavy push door). Each room can be used individually or in a combination comprised of two, three or all four rooms, to create a larger room. These are flexible function rooms, available in Classroom/Theatre setup (rows of tables facing the front), Hollow Square setup, or Banquet setup (tables of eight).

1000 – Samuel & Frances Belzberg Library, east side, south end (AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation, immediately followed by a push gate). The entrance is extremely tight and the exterior book return slot is too high. The check out counter and information desk, near the entrance has low counters. The counters for PC computers may be too low, and not accessible for all. There is limited maneuvering room between the aisles, while books and journals placed on the top two or three, and bottom shelves are NOT ACCESSIBLE. The photocopiers and lower cabinets containing microfiche and lecture tapes are NOT ACCESSIBLE. The second floor consists of a study area with tables and carrels, which is only accessible via a service elevator on the northeast end of the library. There are however, some accessible study carrels on the main library level.

1100 - Information and Registration, east side, slightly south. It has low service counters, but the information pamphlets and handouts placed on the upper and lower shelves are NOT ACCESSIBLE. It includes offices for Meeting and Event
services.

1230 - Learning & Instructional Development Centre, east end, centrally located (lever push door, held open). It has a high service counter.

1360 – Communications, east side, north end (lever push handle).

2nd level:

2910 – Geraldine and Tong Louie Centre for Rehabilitation Ergonomic and Human Performance, southwest corner (pull handle). The gym equipment is used as a testing facility and not as a fitness centre.

2600 – David See-Chai Lam Centre for International Communication, northwest corner (lever pull door). It has a high reception counter.

2400 – Economics, Faculty of Business Administration, SFU/UBC Centre for Study of Government and Business, SFU/UBC Graduate Business Program, east side, north corridor (high lever pull handle).

2300 – Continuing Studies, east side, south end (heavy pull handle). It has a high reception counter.

2134-2162 – Faculty and Program Offices, east side. A long corridor connects to separate offices (lever push handles). The offices vary in size, but most have limited maneuvering room.

2100 – Extension Credit Program, Faculty Offices Graduate Liberal Studies, Integrated Studies, northeast corner (push door, usually held open). This is a narrow hallway that has limited maneuvering room due to placement of furniture along the sides. It contains small offices and the door leading to the Skybridge (east end, and requires key or an access code).

2105 – Liberal Studies Reading Room, northeast corner (push handle). It contains adequate maneuvering room.

2000 – Administrative Offices, east side, north end (heavy push door). It contains adequate space for wheelchair or scooters in the offices.

5th Floor

5500 – Accent Canada, northeast end (door held open).

5510 – English Language and Culture Program, north end, east side (pull doorknob).

5550 – The Dialogue Institute and Undergraduate Semester in Dialogue, north end, west side (lever push handle).
7th Floor

7300 / 7400 – PolyLab Advanced Collaborative Network Laboratory, 7th Floor Media, Telelearning Network of Centres of Excellence, Time Business Centre, west end, south end (one door is left open). It contains a high reception desk.

7170 – SFU Centre for Systems Science, east end, centrally located (lever push door).

7029-7021 – Object Technology Program Break-Out Rooms, west side, slightly north (push handle). There is a 24-hour reserve available for O.T.P. students only. This is a small room with movable tables and chairs.

7200 – Faculty of Applied Science & Faculty of Business Administration, east corridor, north end (push door). It contains offices, with a lowered reception counter.

MISCELLANEOUS

LOUNGE

Main Concourse:

West side, end of south corridor. It is spacious, and has adequate maneuvering room between the tables.

North end. A narrow ramp leads up to the lounge area.

2nd Level:

North side, slightly west.

South side, slightly west.

ACCESSIBLE TELEPHONES

Telus Phones and white House Phones are located throughout the campus at various locations. Both types of phones can be used to contact Harbour Centre security.
Morris J. Wosk Centre for Dialogue
Located on 580 West Hastings Street, the Morris J. Wosk Centre is considered a part of the Harbour Centre Campus. The Centre is located directly across the street from the campus. It is an international conference centre, containing various meeting rooms that are often used for Business Administration group meetings.

EXTERIOR ACCESS

Main Level:

The main entrance is located on the west side of the building, off of Seymore Street (AUTOMATIC DOOR with push button activation).

BUILDING-TO-BUILDING ACCESS

Main Level & Level 3:

DELTA VANCOUVER SUITES, southeast corner, next to elevators (wide double glass doors, held open). However, the 3rd level entrance is kept locked, and staff request that visitors enter or exit only through the entrance on the main level. Parking is also available in the Hotel.

HALLWAYS

All hallways are level and provide plenty of maneuvering room.

ELEVATORS

Southeast corner. Goes to levels C, 1 (Main), 2, 3 and 4. Has a very spacious interior.

ACCESSIBLE WASHROOMS
All accessible stalls have an emergency button to PRESS FOR ASSISTANCE.

Concourse level:

WOMEN'S 034, west side, centrally located / MEN'S 054, east side, centrally located (AUTOMATIC DOOR with push door activation).

Level 3:

WOMEN'S 378, east side, slightly south / MEN'S 388, east side, slightly north (push door).
Level 4:

**WOMEN’S 478**, east side, slightly south / **MEN’S 488**, east side, slightly north (push door).

**MEETING ROOMS**

Concourse:

**010 Salon A, 020 Salon B and 030 Salon C**, south side, centrally located. Each room contains four round tables with movable chairs, and spacious aisles in between (heavy pull handle). The rooms can also be combined to create one large meeting room comprised of either two, or all three of the rooms. These rooms are often used for meetings where dining services are required.

Main Level:

**100 - Asia Pacific Hall**, centrally located, north side (heavy pull handle). This is a large room with a circular arrangement of tables that seats 154 people. There are ramps that lead to the bottom level, where there is adequate space for a wheelchair or scooter. The entrance into this room, off Hastings Street, is inaccessible due to stairs.

Level 3:

**310 – Bentley Briefing Room**, centrally located, slightly west (heavy pull handle). This is a small room with a long table and limited space on the sides. It is best to sit at the end, near the entrance.

**320 – Strategy Room**, north side, west end (pull handle). This is a large room with a hollow square arrangement of tables and spacious maneuvering room on the sides.

**360 – Skidmore Briefing Room**, centrally located, slightly east (heavy pull handle). This is a small room with a long table and limited space on the sides. It is best to sit at the end, near the entrance.

**370 – HSBC Executive Meeting Room**, north side, east end (pull handle). There are four tables with movable chairs and adequate maneuvering room between the aisles.

**380 – Bill & Ruth Hamilton Meeting Room**, north side, east end (push handle). It contains a long rectangular table, with spacious maneuvering room on the sides.

Level 4:

**410 – Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce Briefing Room**, centrally located
(heavy pull door). There is a long table, with limited space on the sides. It is best to sit at either ends, near the entrances.

420 – Strategy Room, north side, west end (pull handle). This is a large room with a hollow square arrangement of tables and spacious maneuvering room on the sides.

430 – TD Canada Trust Boardroom, west side, slightly north (push handle). It contains a long oval table, with spacious maneuvering room on the sides.

470 – Executive Meeting Room, north side, east end (pull handle). There is a circular arrangement of tables, with spacious maneuvering room on the sides.

480 – Boardroom, north side, east end (push handle). It contains a long rectangular table, with spacious maneuvering room on the sides.

GALLERY
This open reception area is used for general socializing, and drinks are also served.

Level 3:

305 – Bruce & Lis Welch Gallery, south end, west side. This is an open area.

Level 4:

405 – Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce Gallery, south end, west side. This is an open area.

SPECIAL ROOMS
Concourse:

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia, centrally located, south side (heavy push lever). It is NOT ACCESSIBLE due to the narrow corridors inside and placement of furniture.

Main Level:

Information, Security and Reception, centrally located, south side. This desk is located in the front lobby, immediately upon entry and available for providing assistance and answering general inquiries.

Samuel Frances Belzberg Atrium, centrally located, south side, immediately upon entrance. This is the main lobby area where the Information and Security desk is located.
Level 2:
This level contains primarily administrative offices.

210 Brant C. Louie Business Centre, centrally located. The reception desk contains a lowered counter.

Level 3:

330 – Office of Senior Fellow, push handle. The offices are small but provide adequate room to hold a wheelchair or scooter. It contains the office of Jack Blaney.

MISCELLANEOUS

TELEPHONES
Note: All public phones are located in phone booths, which are NOT ACCESSIBLE due to the narrow entrance and the small size of the booths. However, accessible phones are available in all meeting rooms.

Concourse:

C39 – AT&T Interactive Internet Terminal, west side, centrally located. This is a small, but accessible room, with an accessible entranceway. However, it is rarely ever used.
Wosk Centre
Level 3
Wosk Centre
Level 4
HARBOUR CENTRE PARKING INFORMATION

Finding parking in downtown Vancouver in general is not an easy task and it is recommended that students contact SFU Operations at Harbour Centre (291-5004 or 291-5003) if they are interested in parking for this campus.

Harbour Centre Underground Parking Facility
Located at 500 West Cordova Street on the P2 level of the Office Tower elevators, in the Harbour Centre Mall.

1 designated standard width space on P2: Reserved #80, available to the public after 8:30 am. If occupied, take two regular spaces if necessary. However, there is quite a distance to the elevator and the ticket machine is on level P1.

Harbour Centre Imperial Parkade
Located at 400 West Cordova Street, across the street from Harbour Centre. After 4:00pm Monday through Friday, students and faculty get a reduced rate if they present a valid SFU Identification Card to the parking attendant.

4 designated standard width spaces available on Parking Level D: #244, 245, 246, 247 (northwest corner). These spaces are may be occupied before 4:00pm Monday to Friday. If so, return to the attendant booth for alternate arrangements.

Note: It is best to take the elevator from Parking Level D (Street Level) to the Bridge Level (E) and use the Skybridge that connects the Parkade to the campus building. Students will have to contact Operations at Harbour Centre to obtain the pass code for the door of the Skybridge. Interior access to skybridge is through room 2100 (access code required). When passing through the entrance where the access code is located, it is best to call security for assistance (heavy door).
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS

BURNABY MOUNTAIN CAMPUS
Simon Fraser University
8888 University Drive
Burnaby, BC  V5A 1S6
604-291-3111
homepage: http://www.sfu.ca

HARBOUR CENTRE CAMPUS
Simon Fraser University at Harbour Centre
515 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, BC  V6V 5K3
604-291-5000

MORRIS J. WOSK CENTRE FOR DIALOGUE
Simon Fraser University at Harbour Centre
580 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, BC  V6B 5K3
604-291-5800

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY SURREY
2400 Central City
10153 King George Highway
Surrey, BC  V3T 2W1
604-586-5225
TELEPHONE LISTINGS

Telephone Area Code is (604) except where specified.

Bookstore: 291-3656
Campus Community Services: 291-4170
Cashier’s Office: 291-3218, 291-4362
Childcare Office: 291-4569
Computing Services: 291-3234
Diamond University Centre: 291-4794
Disability Centre: 291-3112
Events on Campus
  Theatre Box Office: 291-3514
  Clan Hotline Games Info: 291-3200
Health, Counselling & Career Centre (General Information): 291-4111
  Health Services: 291-4615
  Counselling & Learning Skills: 291-3694
  Career Services: 291-3106
  Physiotherapy: 291-3284
Industry Liaison Office: 291-4292
Learning & Instructional Development Centre: 291-3910
Library: 291-3869
Media & Public Relations: 291-3210
President’s Office: 291-4641
Quad Bookstore: 291-4164
Recreational Services & Athletics: 291-3675
Registrar’s Office (General Information): 291-3224
  Academic Resources: 291-4356
  Campus Tours: 291-3397
    Undergraduate Admissions: 291-8600
  Graduate Admissions: 291-3175
  Financial Assistance: 291-4356
  International & Exchange Student Services: 291-4232
  Telephone Registration: 291-1700
Residence and Housing: 291-4201
Security
  Emergency (24 hours): 291-4500
  Security Patrol Operations (24 hours): 291-3100
  Road Conditions / University Closures: 444-4929
  Lost & Found: 291-5451
  Parking Information: 291-4577
Student Society: 291-3181

HARBOUR CENTRE CAMPUS
  Belzberg Library: 291-5050
  Bookstore: 291-5048
  Computing Services: 291-5030
Health Services: 291-5200
Learning & Instructional Development Centre: 291-5016
Registration Information: 291-5000

Security
   Emergency (24 Hours): 291-5252
   Room Access / Lost & Found: 291-5029

For a complete listing of all SFU Telephone Listings, please visit: http://www.sfu.ca/phonebook/
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE LOCATIONS

CODE BLUE PHONES
The Code Blue telephones are an eight-foot round stanchion complete with a speakerphone. Once the button on the speakerphone is pressed, the telephone will autodial Security and activate the blue strobe light on top of the stanchion. The locations of the Code Blue phones are easily recognized by the blue lamp in the stanchion.

2204 – East Academic Annex, West Walkway
2318 – Residence Parking Lot 600
2319 – Residence Parking Lot 700
2320 – Residence Parking Lot 800
2373 – Louis Riel House, East Courtyard
2215 – Strand Hall, East walkway
2409 – Applied Science Building, East Walkway
2304 – West Parking C-Lot, Motorcycle Parking
2305 – Transportation Centre, North Stairs
2239 – Science Road to Maggie Benston Centre & South Science Building
2308 – South Campus Road, Bus Stop
2306 – South Campus Road, Parking B-Lot
2316 – East Parking C-Lot, northeast corner
2307 – Madge Hogarth Residence, South Walkway
2325 – Madge Hogarth Residence, Parking Lot
2309 – University Drive West, Bus Stop
2239 – Robert C. Brown Hall, West Walkway
2408 – Strand Hall, North side on Arts Road
2317 – Green House Road, Animal Care Facilities
2206 – East Science Road, Applied Science Building
2207 – North Field #1 (Terry Fox Field)
2224 – West Terry Fox Lane (Between Field #3 and #4)

CHROME, EMERGENCY TELEPHONE ACCESSIBLE TO PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED PERSON

2424 – Robert C. Brown Hall, East Ramp (Chrome)
2350 - Robert C. Brown Hall, East Ramp (Chrome)
2425 - Robert C. Brown Hall, East Ramp (Chrome)
2351 - Robert C. Brown Hall, East Ramp (Chrome)
2078 – 5th Floor East AQ Corridor (Beige)
2079 – 5th Floor West AQ Corridor (Beige)
2080 – 6th Floor East AQ Corridor (Beige)
2081 – 6th Floor West AQ Corridor (Beige)
2241 – PC Change Room, Swimming Pool

PAY / EMERGENCY TELEPHONE-APS
Although the University has an abundance of payphones distributed around the Burnaby
Mountain campus, nine key locations are equipped with a special RED autodial key. When the RED autodial key is pressed, the payphone will automatically dial Security without a coin.

2258 – Maggie Benston Centre 0202 (Beige)
2297 – Security (East Kiosk), B-Lot Parking (Beige)
293-9932 – Security, West Kiosk, Parking Lot B (Beige).
299-9049 – Chemistry, near room C7039 (Payphone)
299-9068 – AQ 3000, Southwest Corner (Payphone)
293-9906 – Bulletin Board, outside Library entrance (Payphone)
299-9940 – Multipurpose Complex, beside Gymnasium (Payphone)
299-9073 – Robert C. Brown Hall, Images Theatre West Foyer (Payphone)
293-9073 – Chancellor’s Gymnasium, East Main Lobby (Payphone)
293-9929 – West Mall Complex, Main Lobby by Cafeteria (Payphone)
293-9930 – West Mall Complex, Southwest Corridor (Payphone)
205-5783 – Gaglardi Way, University Drive East (Payphone)

RED, EMERGENCY TELEPHONE WITH LINE LOAD CONTROL

291-2752 – President’s Office
291-6256 – Facilities Management
291-6423 – Health Services
291-7429 – Traffic and Security
291-7872 – President’s Residence
291-8155 – Modem (Mitel Switch)
298-8426 – Childcare Centre General Office
570-0021 – Emergency Operations Centre
683-0113 – Harbour Centre Campus

BEIGE / RED SAFEWALK EMERGENCY TELEPHONE-APC

2347 – Library Entrance
2348 – outside of AQ 3141A
2349 – outside of Applied Science Building 9701
2245 – McTaggart-Cowan Hall, Main Lobby
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Equipment Room, 111
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French General Office, 81
French Language Training Centre, 81
French Resource Centre, 71
French Writing Centre, 81
Geography Cartography Lab, 80
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Geography General Office, 81
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Geraldine and Tong Louie Centre, 204
GORDEN SHRUM SCIENCE CENTRE, 34-67
Graduate Student Lounge, 144
Group Study Room, 172
Gym Change Rooms, 110
Gym Shop, 110
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Gym, West, 111
HALPERN CENTRE, 132-135
Hamilton Hall, 182
Harassment Resolution Office, 9
Harbour Centre Boardrooms, 200
Harbour Centre Conference Rooms, 200, 201
Harbour Centre Imperial Parkade, 220
Harbour Centre Lecture Rooms, 198, 199
HARBOUR CENTRE PARKING, 220
Harbour Centre Policy Rooms, 199, 200
Harbour Centre Seminar Rooms, 199
Harbour Centre Underground Parking Facility, 220
HARBOUR CENTRE, 194-209
Health and Counselling Services, 142
Health Research and Education, 164
Health Research Centre, 164
Health Services Medical Clinic, 203
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HIGHLAND PUB, 136-138
History, General Office, 10
Human Resources, 157
Humanities Department, General Office
Humanities Institute, 9
Humanities, Common Room, 10
Hy Aisenstat Contemporary Arts Studio, 201
IBC Teaching Lab, 202
Images Theatre, 79
Index, 226-229
Info Tech Project Management Program, 202
Information and Registration, 203
Instructional Media Centre Audio Visual, 97
Insurance Corporation of BC, 213
Interaction Communication Lab, 202
Interdisciplinary Studies General Office, 10
Interfaith Centre, 143
Interlibrary Loans Counter, 172
Internal Cooperation General Office, 142
James Douglas Room, 10
Joseph and Rosalie Segal Centre, 203
Kahpoo, 119
Kindergarten Kids, 119
Kinesiology Common Room, 60
Kinesiology Co-op Office, 60
Kinesiology General Office, 60
Kinesiology Graduate Lounge, 60
KINESIOLOGY WING, 57-63
Klaus Rieckhoff Hall, 158
Koya Japan, 145
Labatt Hall, 198
Labatt Sports Court, 98
Lam Centre for International Communication, 204
Lam Graduate Research Centre, 172
Language Lab, 202
Language Learning Centre, 7
Latin American Studies, Common Room, 9
Law and Psychology Lab, 7
Learning & Instructional Development Centre, 204
Learning and Instructional Development Centre, 71
Les Petites, 119
Liberal Studies Reading Room, 204
Library Committee Room, 173
Library Computer Kiosks, 172
Library Instructional Lab, 173
Library Management Room, 173
Library Processing Division, 173
Library Reference Collection, 173
Library Reserves Section, 172
Library, Samuel and Frances Belzberg, 203
Linguistics General Office, 81
Los Ninos, 119
Louis Reil House, 182, 183
Macintosh Teaching Lab, 202
Madge TV Lounge, 183
MAGGIE BENSTON CENTRE, 139-149
Malaika, 120
Map Collection and Research Data Library, 173
Math and Statistics General Office, 66
MATH AND STATISTICS WING, 64-67
Mathematics and Statistics Computer Lab, 60
Mathematics and Statistics Resource Centre, 60
McLean Management Studies Lab, 201
McTaggart-Cowan Hall, 181
Media and Public Relations, 157
Mental Health, Law and Policy Institute, 81
Microcomputer Facility, 8
Microcomputer Store, 143
Microfiche, 173
Mimie Koshevoy Publishing Lab, 202
Molecular Biology and Biochemistry Lounge, 89
Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, 88
Molecular Biology Journal Room, 89
Morning Side, 120
MORRIS J. WOSK CENTRE, 210-219
Mountain Top Deli, 11
MPX Gymnasium, 71
Mr. Sub, 145
MULTI-PURPOSE COMPLEX, 68-75
Multi-Purpose Room, 134
Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, 8
Nanitsh, 120
North Concourse Computing Facility, 7
Nutrition, Metabolism and Diabetics, 164
Occupational Health and Safety Office, 9
Office of Senior Fellow, 214
Ombuds Office, 144
Operations and Technical Support, 157
Operations, Harbour Centre, 203
Orient Express, 11
Out on Campus, 164
Pacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences, 32
PARKING, 188-193
Parking, B-Lot, 190
Parking, C-Lot, 190
Parking, Convocation Mall, 190
Parking, E-Lot, 190
Parking, Residences, 192
Parking, Visitor's, 191
Parking, West Mall, 191
Pay / Emergency Telephones, 224, 225
PDP Admissions, 71
Periodical Room, 173
Philosophy Department General Office, 97
Physics Chair, 53
Physics General Office, 53
Physics Undergraduate Common Room, 53
PHYSICS WING, 50-56
Physiotherapy and Training Clinic, 110
Pink, 119
Piper's Gym, 111
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political Science Department, General Office</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PolyLab Advanced Collaborative Network</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool Change Rooms</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool Viewing Gallery</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President Board of Governor Ceremonies</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology Common Room</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology General Office</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology Microcomputer Laboratory</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology, Introductory Labs</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Drop-in Computer Lab</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad Books</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad Print Shop</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation Safety Office</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven's Bistro</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven's Cafeteria</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreational Services &amp; Athletic Department</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreational Services and Athletics</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Emergency Telephones</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflecting Pond</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrar's Office</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renaissance Coffee</td>
<td>11, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reprographics</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Services</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIDENCE AND HOUSING</td>
<td>179-187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT C. BROWN HALL</td>
<td>76-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotunda</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Bank Instructional Computing Centre</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safewalk Emergency Telephones</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Frances Belzberg Atrium</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Alive</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security, Harbour Centre</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFSS Executive Office</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFU THEATRE</td>
<td>150-154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell House</td>
<td>180, 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell TV Lounge</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon C's Convenience Store</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Fraser Art Gallery</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Fraser Student Society General Office</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMS Project</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyfire</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology and Anthropology, Common Room</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology and Anthropology, General Office</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodex Ho</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH SCIENCE BUILDING</td>
<td>86-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Collections and Rare Books</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Information Systems Computer Lab</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Consulting Department</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics and Actuarial Science General Office</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRAND HALL</td>
<td>155-160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Programming Office</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio Building</td>
<td>27, 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio II</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming Pool</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Support Staff Union</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telematics Research Lab</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis Courts</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Fox Field</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Fox Humanitarian Award Program Office</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Peak</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre Management Office</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson Room</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME Business Centre Lounge</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Business Centre</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSPORTATION CENTRE</td>
<td>161-168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel Cuts</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniverCity</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University / Industry Liaison</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Address</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Advancement</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Relations / Student Union Office</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Telephone Listings</td>
<td>222, 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyageurs</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W.A.C. BENNET LIBRARY</td>
<td>169-178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST MALL COMPLEX</td>
<td>93-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet Area</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelchair Drop-off Zones</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Shot Triple O's</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMX Computer Lab</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Centre</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Studies, Common Room</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Studies, Department Office</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wosk Centre Galleries</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wosk Centre Meeting Rooms</td>
<td>212, 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wosk Centre, Information and Security</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Intensive Learning, Centre for</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Centre for Accessible Learning

Phone: 778.782.3112
Fax: 778.782.4384
E-mail: caladmin@sfu.ca
www.sfu.ca/cal/

The Physical Access Guide is also available on-line at: www.sfu.ca/ccs/csd/accguide